





The election of Town Officers will be held Tuesday, March
2, I976, from 1:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M. (Article 1), and the
business meeting of the Town from Article 2 forward will be
held Thursday, March 4, I976, beginning at 7:00 P.M., both
at the Town Hall in Deering (by authority of vote of the
Town at the I972 Annual Meeting). While non-resident tax-
payers are not authorized to vote, they will be welcome at the
business session of the Town iUeeting on Thursday, March 4.
UNIVERSITY OF N£W^^^P§M^ ^f Selectmen
LIBRARY
DEERING VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
A home for the Deering Vokinteer Fire Department, long a
dream of the citizens of the Town, finally became a reality in 1974.
Appropriately enough, this development coincided with the bicen-
tennial celebration of Deering as an incorporated township. An ideal
location for a modest building was generously offered by citizen
Daryl McQuirk. Fire Chief William Dumais, overseer of the project,
organized a work schedule to take advantage of the voluntary ser-
vices of the manv individuals responding to the invitation to be of
assistance. Townspeople as well as interested persons from neigh-
boring villages, some skilled professionals, others just wanting to
offer a helping hand, joined forces in the cooperative effort.
Today, the Deering Fire House, built by volunteers, as were so
many colonial structures of yesteryear, stands as a fitting memorial
to the heritage of the past.
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TOWN OFFICERS
(Dates Show When Term Expires)
Moderator - George Wolf (1976)
Selectmen - Peter H. Beane, Chairman (1976) - Roland F. Cote
(1977) - Thomas Allen (1978)
Town Clerk & Treasurer - Clara T. Rich (1976)
Tax Collector - Eleanor Fitzpatrick (1976)
Overseer of the Poor - Board of Selectmen (1976)
Highway Agent - Gordon W. Rich Jr. (1976)
Supervisors of the Check List - Gladys Snow, Chairman (1978) -
Evelyn Marotta (1980) - Hazel AIcAlister (1976)
Ballott Clerks - Barbara Clark, Alice Kulbacki, Ruth Wolf, Howard
Whitney
Auditors - Marjorie Heath (1976) - Dorothy Wood (1976)
Library Trustees - Peggy Nugent (1977) - Joan Burke (1976) Vir-
ginia Bittenbender (1978)
Trustees of the Trust Funds - Joan Hemenway, Chairwoman (1976)
- Edna Yeaple (1977) - Gladys Snow (1978)
Police Chief - Willard A. Campbell (1976)
Fire Chief - William J. Dumais (1976)
Forest Fire Warden - William J. Dumais (1976)
Surveyor of Wood & Lumber - Board of Selectmen (1976)
Health Officer - Dr. James AL Carew (1977)
Planning Board - Dr. James AL Carew, Chairman (1980) - John
Snow (1979) - Beverly Yeaple (1978) - Robert P. Nugent (1978)
- David Feather (1977) - Willis Alerrill (1976) - Thomas G.
Allen, ex-officio (1976)
Conservation Commission - Alarguerite Dutton, Chairwoman (1976)
- Robert P. Nugent (1977) - Villa Ramsay (1976) - Carroll E.
Greene (1977) - William S. Kulbacki (1976) - Lotte Jacobi
(1978) - Thomas Copadis (1978)
Town Historian - Alarjorie Heath
Director of Civil Defense - Alichael Alargulies
Deputy Director of Civil Defense - G. Clark Smith
Dog Officer - Joseph Aliklic
Representatives to the Central N.H. Regional Planning Commis-
sion - Alarguerite Dutton, Robert P. Nugent
Deering Highway Safety Committee - Willard A. Campbell (1976) -
Gordon \Y. Rich, Jr. (1976) - Doris E. Beane (1977) - John
Snow (1977) - Gordon Rich, Sr. (1978) - Rolande Cote (1978)
SELECTMEN'S REPORT
Rising costs steadily erode the Town's purchasing power. Thus
in 1976, we find it necessary to estimate a budget of |25,726.02 more
than estimated for 1975. On the brighter side, however. Town ex-
penses in 1975 were less than appropriations by $14,788.86. This
amount returned to the General Fund gives the Town an overall
surplus of $32,712.83. This aggregate amount will substantially re-
duce anticipated increases in School costs, the County assessment.
Town expenses and Open Space acreage. While on the subject of
Open Space, the State Department of Revenue Administration cal-
culated that Deering's tax rate in 1975 would have been $4.40 less per
thousand had there been no Open Space. The tax rate would have
been $22.40 per thousand instead of $26.80.
Following below are the Board's comments and explanations of
the various Warrant Articles. Your Selectmen must estimate suf-
ficient funds to meet needed and statutory Town expenses while at
the same time keeping the budget as low as possible to reduce the
tax burden. Any surplus appropriation is returned at the end of
the year to the General Fund to reduce the next year's taxes.
Article 4. The amount estimated for Town Officers' Salaries
is increased $500. to allow increasing the Town Clerk - Town Treas-
urer's and the Tax Collector's salaries $300. each. We also estimate
an additional $1,200. for Town Officers' expenses reflecting rising
postal, printing, publishing and office costs.
Article 5. This being an election year, we estimate an increase
of $300. in Election and Registration expense.
Article 6. Only a modest increase of $200. for the upkeep of
Town Buildings is being requested. This article provides for the
heating, lighting, cleaning and maintenance of the Town Buildings.
Additionally we are requesting an appropriation of $1,000. for re-
painting the Town Hall.
Article 7. We support this article.
Article 8. Continuing the improvements to the Town Hall
as outlined in the Article will cost approximately $10,000. To date
we have rebuilt the foundation, reroofed the building, pointed up
the chimneys, insulated the walls and second floor ceiling and in-
stalled aluminum storm/screen windows.
Article 10. The Police Department estimates an $8,500. appro-
pration will provide adequate police protection. This is an increase
of $1,000. over last year and will provide for modest pay increases
for our Chief and Special Officers and increased transportation ex-
pense.
Article 11. Should the Town vote to purchase a police cruiser,
60% of the costs of such a vehicle would be paid for by the Town
and 40% by the Highway Safety' Commission.
Article 16 Tree trimming has been deleted as a separate war-
rant article and, instead, has been included in the amount estimated
for Summer Roads.
Article 18. We are not receiving as much from Federal Rev-
enue Sharing as previously, hence the decrease in the total entitle-
ment from $11,000. last year to an estimated $8,000. in 1976. There
is some indication that this may be the last year we receive these
funds as the Revenue Sharing Act of 1972 expires at the end of 1976.
Article 24. We support this article.
Article 25. We do not support this article.
Article 27. We wish to remind the voters that changing a road
to a "scenic road" could generate maintenance problems.
Article 35. The petition set forth in this article was not very
specific and consequently the Board was unable to indicate a specific
amount to raise and appropriate. Codman Hill Road is not currently
maintained by the Town. It is steep, muddy, and the trees along both
sides need cutting. But year-round residents do reside on it. Just
what and how much to be done should be discussed.
Article 36. Other towns have been successful in obtaining
surplus fire fighting and highway equipment. Your Selectmen would






State of New Hampshire
TOWN WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Deering in the County of
Hillsborough, in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs,
GREETINGS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Deering
on Tuesday, the 2nd day of March next, at one of the clock in the
afternoon to act upon the following subject:
Article 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the en-
suing year. Polls will open at 1 : 00 P. M. and will remain open until
7:00 P.M. (The polls may be continued to be open following the
above hour by vote of the Meeting, but may not be closed before
the hour of 7!00 P.M. - RSA 39:2).
Additionally, you are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in
said Deering, on Thursday, the 4th day of March next, at seven of
the clock in the evening to act on the following Articles (RSA
39:2a).
(All Articles hereinafter are submitted by the Selectmen unless
otherwise noted.)
Article 2. To see if the Town will vote to accept the reports of
the Town Officers, Agents, Committees, and Auditors for the year
1975.
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise such sums of
money as may be necessary to defray Town charges for the year
1976 and to make appropriations of and for the same, or to take
any other action relating thereto.
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $8,000. for Town Officers' salaries and $8,200. for
Town Officers' expenses, and to authorize the Treasurer to pay
each Selectman $1,000. per year, or to take any other action relating
thereto.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $750. for election and registration expenses or to
take any other action relating thereto.
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $3,000. for the upkeep of the Town Hall and other
Town buildings, and the purchase of office equipment, and to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,000. for the purpose of painting the
exterior of the Town Hall, or to take any other action relating
thereto.
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $147. for White Pine Blister Rust Control as
authorized under the provisions of RSA 223, or to take any other
action relating thereto.
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of 1 10,000. to continue implementation of the repairs
and improvements to the Town Hall, consisting of replacing the
heating system, relocation of the Selectmen's Offices to the un-
finished area on the second floor at the rear of the building, refinish-
ing and refurbushing this area to provide suitable office space and
meeting room, and rebuilding the stairway from the first floor to
the second floor rear to include safe railings, stairs, landings, and a
fire escape doorway and outside landing where the window is now
located or to take any other action relating thereto.
Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $2,200. for social security payments for Town
employees, or to take any other action relating thereto.
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $8,500. for the Police Department, and the sum of
$4,000. for the Fire Department, or to take any other action relating
thereto.
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $4,100. for the purchase and equipping of a Town
Police Vehicle, or to take any other action relating thereto.
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $4,000. for Insurance, or to take any other action
relating thereto.
Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $1,200. for Damages and Legal Expenses, or to
take any other action relating thereto.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $9,500. for contributions to neighboring Towns
which permit the use of their refuse disposal facilities by Deering
Residents and Taxpayers and for trash removal, or to take any
other action relating thereto.
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $25. for Vital Statistics, or to take any other action
relating thereto.
x'VrticIe 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the following sums for Highway purposes: (1) $15,500. for
Summer roads; (2) $17,500. for Winter roads; (3) $11,500. for the
General Expenses of the Highway Deparmient; and (4) $9,000.
for Road Sealing, and to raise by State grant, Highway Subsidy, and
appropriate the sum of $14,197.06 to be used for the maintenance of
Town Highways under the provisions of RSA 241:14 as amended,
or to take any other action relating thereto.
Article 17. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to apply for, contract for, and accept grants of Federal
or State Aid, or both, relative to disasters, civic improvement, high-
way safety, and the detection, deterrence, and apprehension of
crime or criminals, any or all, as may be available, and to do all
things necessary to carry out this Artcile, or to take any other
action relating thereto.
Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to make withdrawals from the Revenue Sharing Fund
established under the provisions of the State and Local Assistance
Act of 1972 for use as set-offs against budget appropriations in the
amount indicated; and, further, to authorize the Selectmen to make
pro-rata reductions in the amounts if estimated entitlements are re-
duced or pro-rata increases in the amounts if the estim.ated entitle-
ments are increased, or to take any other action relating thereto.
Appropriation
other action relating thereto.
Article 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $343. for membership in the Monadnock Region
Association, or to take any other action relating thereto.
Article 26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $200. for the care of cemeteries. (Required by
Statute - RSA 289:5 & 6).
Article 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $200. for the current operating expenses and pro-
jects of the Conservation Commission, or to take any other action
relating thereto.
Article 27a. To see if the Town will vote to designate Old
Henniker Road, from East Deering Road to the Henniker Town
line, as a "scenic road" under provisions of RSA 253:17 & 18.
(Submitted by Conservation Commission).
Article 27b. To see if the Town will vote to designate Old
Francestown Road, from Pleasant Pond Road to Bartlett Hill Road,
as a "scenic road" under provisions of RSA 253:17 & 18.
(Submitted by Conservation Commission).
Article 27c. To see if the Town will vote to designate that
part of Clement Hill Road from the western end of North Road to
the eastern end of Clement Hill Road where it meets North Road
(the loop running past the Young property, formerly Baghdoyan)
as a "scenic road" under provisions of RSA 253:17 & 18.
(Submitted by Conservation Commission).
Article 28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $200, for Civil Defense, or to take any other action
relating thereto.
Article 29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $500. for continuing and making corrections to
the Town Tax Map, which is required by RSA 31:95a, or to take
any other action relating thereto.
Article 30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $300. for the current operating expenses of the
Planning Board, or to take any other action relating thereto.
Article 31. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to auction property taken by Tax Collector's Deeds.
Article 32. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of Taxes.
Article 33. To see what photograph or picture the Town will
vote to place on the cover of the next annual Town Report, or to
take any other action relating tliereto.
Article 34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of |200. for the support of the Hillsboro Rescue
Squad, or to take any other action relating thereto.
Article 35. To see if the Town will vote to plow and maintain
Codman Hill Road, West Deernig, there being three houses, two
of which are year round residents, on this road, and to see what sum
of money the Town will vote to raise and appropriate to carry out
this Article, or to take any other action relating thereto.
(Submitted by petition).
Article 36. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to accept or purchase on behalf of the Town any
Federal or State surplus fire or highway equipment, or to take any
other action relating thereto.
Article 37. To transact any other business that may legally
be brought before this meeting.












APPROPRIATIONS AND ESTIMATES OF REVENUE FOR
THE ENSUING YEAR JAN. 1, 1976 TO DEC. 31, 1976






Election & Registration Exp.
Town Hall & Other Town Bldgs
Employees' Retirement & Social
Security
Protection of Persons & Prop.:
Police Department
Fire Department
Tree Trimming & Blister Rust
Insurance
Planning & Zoning
Damages & Legal Expense
Civil Defense
Health Dept. (Incl. Hosp. & Amb.)
Vital Statistics
Town Dump & Garbage Removal
Highways & Bridges
New Const. - Sealing roads
Town Maint. - Summer & AVinter
Street Lighting













Principal Long Term Notes
Interest Long Term Notes
Capital Outlay:
County Taxes















Interest & Dividends Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Meals & Rooms Tax
State Aid - TRA
Highway Subsidy (CI. IV & V)
Reimb. Vincent Forest
Reimb. a-c Forest Fires
Reimb. a-c Business Profits Tax
Police Dept. Grant
Reimb. Flood Disaster Aid
From Local Sources:
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits &
Filing Fees
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Income from Trust Funds
Class V Duncan Funds
Resident Taxes Retained
Normal Yield Taxes Assessed
Rent of Town Property




























SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
TAX YEAR 1975
Valuation
Land - Improved and Unimproved $5,432,861
Buildings 4,402,528
Public Utilities - Electric 265,776
House Trailers, Mobile Homes & Travel
Trailers Assesesd as Personal Property (82) 349,733
TOTAL Valuation before Exemptions $10,450,898
Elderly Exemptions Allowed (26) 98,445
NET Valuation on which Tax Rate is Computed $10,352,453
CURRENT USE INSERT
Total of all land valuation before Current Use $ 7,467,628
Itemization of Qualifying Current Use Acreages & Assessments
assessed current
Land Categories acres value use val.
Permanent Pasture 169 91,486 8,973
Forage Crops 181 135,845 19,160
Horticultural Crops 24 9,032 3,600
Forest Lands 7,023 1,807,664 245,402
Recreation Lands 1,407 253,805 39,340
Wetlands 233 43,227 2,317
Inactive Farm Land 33 15,300 2,800
TOTALS 9,070 2,356,359 321,592
Assessed Value less Current Use Value $2,034,767
NET Value of Land for Tax Purposes $5,432,861
Number of Property Owners who applied
for Current Use in 1975 116 acres 10,829
Number of Property Owners granated
Current Use Exemption 71 acres 9,070
Utilities: Pubhc Service Company of N.H. - Electric $ 265,776
Number of Inventories Distributed in 1975 701
Date 1975 Inventories were Mailed 2-22-75
Number of Inventories Returned in 1975 345
Number of Individuals applying for elderly exemption 1975 28
Number of Individuals granted elderly exemption 1975 26
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report










For The Tax Year 1975
Appropriations
Town Officers' Salaries $ 7,500.00
Town Officers' Expenses 7,000.00
Election & Registration Expenses 450.00
Town Hall & Other Town Buildings 2,800.00




Planning & Zoning 200.00
Damages & Legal Expenses 1,000.00
Civilian Defense 200.00
Health Dept. (Rescue Squad $200. - Concord
Mental Health $721.) 921.00
Vital Statistics 25.00
Town Dump 8,500.00
Town Maintenance - Summer $14,000, Winter $17,500
Sealing $9,000 40,500.00
Street Lighting 1,100.00
General Expenses of Highway Department 11,500.00
Town Road Aid 1,170.66
Libraries 35.00
Town Poor 1,800.00
Old Age Assistance 1,200.00
Aid to Permanently & Totally Disabled 750.00
Patriotic Purposes (Memorial Day, etc.) 70.00
Cemeteries 200.00
Central N.H. Regional Planning Commission 415.00
Principal - Long Term Notes 8,000.00
Interest - Long Term Notes 500.00
Capital Outlay Art. No.
Conservation Commission 30 200.00
Tree Trimming 11 1,500.00
Tax Map 32 500.00
Fire House Building 36 1,850.00
Town Hall Repairs 8 10,000.00
Payment to Capital Reserve Funds 5,000.00
TOTAL TOWN APPROPRIATIONS $134,786.66
LESS: Estimated Revenues and Credits
Interest and Dividends Tax $ 6,827.00
Savings Bank Tax 204.00
Meals and Rooms Tax 5,072.00
Reimbursement a-c State and Federal
Lands (Vincent) 199.00
13
Reimbursement a/c Forest Fires 170.00
Revenue from Yield Tax Sources 2,707.00
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 150.00
Dog Licenses 300.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 10,500.00
Rent of Town Property and Equipment 10.00
Income from Trust Funds 188.00
Federal Distaster Flood 1,010.00
Resident Taxes 5,110.00
Revenue Sharing (Conu-a) 11,000.00
Highway Subsidy 14,295
Miscellaneous Rebates 426.00
TOTAL Revenues and Credits $ 58,168.00
Net Town Appropriations 76,618.66
Net School Appropriations 174,284.36
County Tax Assessment 15,164.04
TOTAL Town, School & County $266,067.06
Deduct: Total Bus. Profits Tax Reimbursement 572.00
ADD: War Service Tax Credits 5,000.00
Add: Overlay 6,950.68
PROPERTY TAXES To Be Raised
Gross Property Taxes $277,445.74
Less: War Service Tax Credits 5,000.00
$277,445.74
TOTAL TAX COMMITMENT $272,445.74
WAR SERVICE TAX CREDITS
Totally and permanently disabled (3)
All other qualified persons (78)
TOTAL Number and Amount (81)

















Average Rate 2.48 2.68
CERTIFICATE
This is the certify that the information contained in this report








FNANCIAL REPORT OF THE TOWN OF DEERING
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1975
ASSETS
Cash: In hands of treasurer $ 96,118.48
In hands of officials (Tax Collector) 10.00
TOTAL
Capital Reserve Funds: Highway Equip.





From Local Taxes: (Collected and re-
mitted to Treasurer) Property Taxes 1975 $240,209.42
Resident Taxes 1975 3,330.00
Yield Taxes 1975 2,133.42
Total Current Year's Taxes
Collected and Remitted $245,672.84
Property Taxes and Yield Taxes
Previous Years 39,744.65
Resident Taxes Previous Years 950.00
Interest received on Delinquent Taxes 1,730.45
Penalties: Resident Taxes 106.00
Tax Sales redeemed . 4,750.24
From State:
For Highways and Bridges: For Class
V Highway maintenance 10,735.75
Highway Subsidy 14,295.05
Interest and dividends tax 6,827.05
Savings Bank tax 204.18
Reimbursement a-c State and Federal
forest lands 199.15
Fighting forest fires 133.15
Meals and Rooms Tax 5,072.35
Reimbursement a-c Business Profits Tax 571.00
From Local Sources, Except Taxes:
Dog Licenses 269.60
Business licenses, permits & filing fees 177.00
Rent of Town property 35.00
Income from Trust Funds 188.43
Income from departments 224.45
Motor Vehicle permits (1974 $314.03)
(1975 $11,605.95) 11,919.98
TOTAL Current Revenue Receipts $343,806.92
Receipts Other than Current Revenue:
Sale of Town property 584.95
Yield Tax Security Deposits 2,814.00
Grants from U.S.A. - Revenue Sharing 11,100.00
Law Enforcement Assistance Act 949.00
Reimbursement a-c Flood Disaster Aid 1,010.00
Reimbursement Fire expense 218.09
TOTAL Receipts other than
Current Revenue 16,676.04






Town Officers' salaries % 1,5^631
Town Officers' expenses 6,987.16
Election and Registration expenses 403.25
Expenses town hall & other bldgs. 2,466.69
Fees 953.50
Protection of Persons & Property:
Police department 8,559.71
Fire department, incl. forest fires 1,750.43
Moth extermination - Blister rust &
care of trees 1,294.00
Planning and Zoning 291.75
Insurance 3,707.00
Conservation Commission 191.97
Health: Health dept., incl. hospitals & amb. 921.00
Vital statistics 25.00
Town dumps & garbage removal 8,273.54
Highways and Bridges: Sealing roads 7,076.42
Town Road Aid 1,170.66
Town maintenance (summer $16,421.80)
(winter $15,486.44) 31,908.24
Street Lighting 816.36
General expenses Highway Dept. 11,295.83
Libraries: 35.00
Public Welfare: Old age assistance 682.05
Town poor 59.50
Aid to perm. & totally disabled 416.16
Public Service Enterprises: Cemeteries 200.00
Unclassified: Damages & Legal expenses 1,016.70
Adv. & Regional Associations 485.00
Taxes bought by town 7,003.68
Discounts, abatement and refunds 1,828.37
Employees' retire. & Soc. Security 1,742.09
TOTAL Current Maint. Exp. $109,630.28
Debt Service: Interest on Debt:
Paid on long term notes 168.00
Principal on Debt: long term notes 8,000.00
Capital Outlay: Class V Const. 10,455.65
Land and Buildings 11,351.69
Payments to capital reserve funds 5,000.00
Tax Maps 340.53
TOTAL Outlay Payments 27,147.87
Payments to Other Govt. Divisions:
Payments to State a-c 2% Bond &
17
Debt Retirement Taxes 101.52
Taxes paid to County 15,164.04
Payments to School Districts (1974
Tax $94,781.02) ( 1975 Tax $69,700.00) 164,481.02
TOTAL Paymts. to Other Govt. Div. 179,746.58
Total Payments for All Purposes $324,692.73
Cash on hand December 31, 1975 96,038.67
GRAND TOTAL $420,731.40
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report









STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
Outstanding Long Term Debt - Dec. 31, 1974 $ 8,000.00
Debt Retirement during year. Long Term Notes Paid 8,000.00
Outstanding Long Term Debt - Dec. 31, 1975 $ 00.00
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1975
Description Value
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $ 41,500.00
Furniture and Equipment 1,500.00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings 2,500.00
Furniture and Equipment 50.00
Police Department, Equipment 2,800.00
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 15,510.00
Equipment 1,800.00
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 1,000.00
Equipment 7,500.00
Materials and Supplies 750.00
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 8,100.00
TOTAL I 83,010.00
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
Auto Permits for 1974 I 314.03
Auto Permits for 1975 11,605.95
Total Permits for year 11,919.98
Dog Licenses 291.00
TOTAL $ 12,210.98
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Uncollected Taxes - as of Jan. 1, 1975:




Added Taxes: Resident Taxes 70.00
Interest Collected on Delinquent Prop. Taxes 1,513.37
Penalties Collected on Resident Taxes 88.00
TOTAL DEBITS I 44,643.38
CREDIT
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year
Ended Dec. 31, 1975: Property Taxes $ 39,445.32
Resident Taxes 930.00
Yield Taxes 279.49
Interest Collected During Year 1,513.37
Penalties on Resident Taxes 88.00
Abatements Made During Year:
Resident Taxes 490.00
Uncollected Taxes - Dec. 31, 1975: (as per
Collector's List) Resident Taxes 140.00
TOTAL CREDITS $ 652.00
LEVY OF 1969, 1970, 1971, 1972
DEBIT
Uncollected Taxes - as of Jan. 1, 1975:
Property Taxes $ 459.07
Resident Taxes 220.00
$ 679,07
TOTAL DEBITS $ 679.07
CREDIT
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year
Ended Dec. 31, 1975: Property Taxes $ 19.84
Abatements Made During Year:
Property Taxes $ 425.86
Resident Taxes 200.00
Uncollected Taxes - Dec. 31, 1975: (as per




TOTAL CREDITS $ 679.07
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1975
TOWN TREASURER'S REPORT
Balance January 1, 1975 $ 60,248.44
Federal Disaster Aid 1,010.00
State Share Forest Fire 133.15
Highway Subsidy 14,295.05
Business Profits Tax 571.60
Class V Highways 10,735.75
Savings Bank Tax 204.18
Rooms and Meals Tax 5,072.35
State and Federal Lands 199.15
PoHce Department Grant (Radar) 949.00
Dog Licenses 269.60
Trailer Park Licenses 50.00
Building Permits 54.00
Filing Fees 10-00
Junk Yard License 25.00
Hearings 40.00
Pistol Permits 32.00
High Explosive Licenses 6.00
Automobile Permits 11,919.98
Rebate Filing Cabinet 52.00
Trustees of Trust Funds (School) 188.43
Subdivision Expenses 19.95
Sale of Typewriter 25.00
Individual Fire Expense 218.09
Taxes 292,954.18
Intent to Cut 2,814.00
Revenue Sharing Transfer 11,100.00
Highway Income 559.95
Rent of Hall 35.00
PoHce Signs 22.50
Tax Collector Cash 90.00
Interest and Dividends Tax 6,827.05
TOTAL Income $420,731.40
Selectmen's Orders Paid 324,649.88
96,081.52
1973 Check returned 42.85









Debt Service I 823.40
REVENUE SHARING ACCOUNT




Transfer to General Funds 11,100.00




Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1975
Available Funds, January 1, 1975 $ 3,514.34
Added Revenue: Entitlement Payments $ 7,491.00
Interest 174.47
DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES
(Appropriation $7,500.)
Dorothy Wood, Auditor $ 194.37
Marjorie Heath, Auditor 195.00
Joan M. Hemenway, Trustee 75.00
Joseph MikHc, Dog Officer 100.00
Jerry Cilley, Dog Officer 100.00
Brenda Bruyneel, Tax Collector 300.00
Eleanor Fitzpatrick, Tax Collector 900.00
Clara T. Rich, Clerk and Treasurer 2,432.00
Rocco Marotta, Selectman 250.00
Roland F. Cote, Selectman 1,000.00
Thomas Allen, Selectman 750.00




N.H. City & Town Clerk Assn., dues $ 20.00
N.H. Assn. of Assessing Officials, dues 20.00
N.H. Tax Collectors Assn., dues 10.00
N.H. Municipal Assn., dues 104.00
Treasurer, State of N.H., manual, boats 32.21
Treasurer, Hillsborough County 9.10
Registry of Deeds, Hilbborough County, recording fees 51.50
Pherus Press, town reports, forms and tax bills 2,072.20
Webers News, supplies 47.91
Brown & Saltmarsh, supplies 100.58
Jones Office Equipment, repairs and supplies 151.88
Branham Pubhshing Co., books 11.15
Manchester Union Leader, ads 179.54
Messenger, ads 279.49
Hillsboro Postmaster, postage 482.63
W. C. Sterling Ins. Agency, town official bonds 214.00
Gordon F. Burns, town official bonds 12.00
Eleanor Fitzpatrick, secretarial work 2,471.62
Eleanor Fitzpatrick, repairs and expenses 145.18
Jerry Cilley, expenses 31.00
Rocco Marottta, expenses 21.00
Marjorie Heath, expenses 17.44
Brenda Bruvneel, Expenses 5.50
Doris Beane, Highway Safety Committee, expenses 8.00
Joseph xMiklic, expenses 22.50
Clara T. Rich, expenses 70.49
Thomas Allen, expenses 9.00
Peter Beane, expenses 189.41
Roland Cote, expenses 197.83
$ 6,987.16
TOWN HALL AND OTHER BUILDINGS
(Appropriation $2,800.)
Continental Telephone Co. of N.H., Town Hall & Bam $ 139.90
Continental Telephone Co. of N.H., Fire House 94.49
Public Service Company of N.H., Town Hall 268.36
Public Service Company of N.H., Town Barn 219.91
Public Service Company of N.H., Fire House 181.78
W. C. Sterling, oil for Fire House 233.00
J. B. Vaillancourt, oil for Town Hall 167.81
Rocco Marotta 18.50
William J. Dumais, Town Hall 70.50
Dennis Ferren, labor 87.00
Peter H, Beane, labor 104.65
Peter H. Beane, mowing and rental fee 138.00
Hillsboro Lumber, supplies 22.30
Eleanor Fitzpatrick, file drawer 5.00
Sears, Roebuck & Co., 2 filing cabinets 331.81




Pherus Press $ 9.75
Hazel McAlister, supervisor 77.50
Evelyn Marotta, supervisor 45.50
Gladys Snow, supervisor 61.50
Barbara Clark, ballot clerk 16.00
Alice Kulbacki, ballot clerk 32.00
Ruth Wolf, ballot clerk 32.00
Howard Whitney, ballot clerk 32.00
Marjorie Hanneman, ballot clerk 16.00
Clara Rich, ballot clerk 16.00
James Carew, moderator 20.00




Walter C. SterKng Insurance Agency - Auto $ 508.00
Workmens Compensation 789.00
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Fire and LiabiUty 1,052.00
Auto 620.00
Gordon Biorns Agency, audits 738.00
$ 3,707.00
DAMAGES AND LEGAL EXPENSES
(Appropriation $1,000.)
Douglas S. Hatfield, Atty. $ 973.70








Continental Telephone Co. $ 16.32
Wyman's Chevrolet 73.98
Auto Electric Service 90.56
Andy's Exxon 28.00
Speedway Station, gas 72.30
Blanchard Assoc. Inc. 286.78
Valley Hardware 4.95
Town of Weare 33.00
Town of Hillsboro 526.25
William J. Dumais, boots 117.00
















Rocco Marotta, expenses 12.00
Beverly Yeaple, expenses 33.45
John Hunter, copies 21.84
Sears, Roebuck and Co., filing cabinet 134.91
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT REPORT
During the year 1975 we spent TRA money on Clement Hill
Road and completed the mile of road from Route 149 to the North
Deering Road.
Sealing funds were used on Old County Road and part of our
Gas Tax fund was spent on the Hart Farm Road making it a through




































































Gordon W. Rich $ 108.00
Erwin Holdner 81.00
Vance Chamberlin 72.00









Penn Hampshire Oil 108.35
James Wilson 66.50
R. C. Hazelton 26.42
$ 5,179.08
MAY
Gordon W. Rich $ 676.00
Mark Reade 126.00
David Ilsley 638.40






J. B. Vaillancourt 189.64
Jordan Milton 182.90
Lake Asphalt Co. 1,690.82
$ 6,612.38
JUNE










David Ilsley $ 608.00
Gordon W. Rich 1,384.00
R. C. Hazelton 139.20
34
J. B. Vaillancourt 199.38
Beede Waste Oil 551.00
Liquid Carbonic 18.00
Chadwick Ba-Ross 247. 1
5
Yeaton & Maine 461.76
Penn Hampshire Oil 95.70
Hillsboro Lumber Co. 10.40
Auto Electric 26.13
James Wilson 30.00




Morton Salt Co. 411.72
Wilson's Wagon Shop 55.60
$ 1,058.50
DECEMBER
David Ilsley $ 839.80
Richard Ilsley 703.50
Erwin Holdner 348.00




J. B. Vailiancourt 214.84





Morton Salt Co. 451.51
Livingston's 11.00
B. B. Chain 199.50
Chadwick Ba-Ross 146.78
Wilson's Wagon Shop 55.00
North Star Steel 29.60





Raymond Daniels $ 565.05
Richard Casper 309.00











TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS REPORT
RECEIPTS:
Balance of Income in Banks as of Dec. 31, 1974 $ 2,983.48
Income 1975 (Common Trust Fund)
Principal Account N. 1-146
REPORT OF THE TRUST FUNDS OF THE TOWN
Date of
Creation Name of Trust Fund Purpose How Invested
Various Various
5-14-75 Maude F. Johnson
5-12-75 Ernest Johnson Fund
12- 3-75 Jack F. Crofoot Fund
Totals Common Trust Fund
1960 Deering Capital Reserve
1967 Deering Cemetery Account










Road Equip. Amoskeag Savings
Cemetery Care Amoskeag
Town Celebrations Amoskeag
REPORT OF COMMON TRUST FUND IN\T:STMENTS
No. Units
or Shares How Invested
833.515 Vance, Sanders Investors Fund Inc
569.431 Vance, Sanders Investors Fund Inc.
408.872 Eaton & Howard Balanced Fund
Principal Savings Accounts - Amoskeag Savings Bank
TOTALS
38
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REPORT OF THE LIBRARY TREASURER FOR 1975
174.59
44.68
Balance on Hand December 31, 1974
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This certifiies that we have examined the reports and accounts
of the Selectmen, Tax Collector, Town Clerk, Town Treasurer,
Trustees of the Trust Funds and Library Treasurer for the year
1975 and find them correct.
We have also verified the financial reports of the Deering Na-
tional Bicentennial Committee, the Old Home Day Fund for the







Deering Old Home Day Committee F/B/O
Dec. 30, 1974 Bank of N.H. Acc't #04-28233 $ 1,140.55









FINANCIAL REPORT - 1975
RECEIPTS
Loan from Trustees of Trust Funds $ 100.00
Auction receipts 1,935.50
Tom Rush Concert receipts 1,690.60
Interest from bank accounts 42.31
TOTAL Receipts $ 3,768.41
EXPENDITUES
Children's Day $ 101.80
Tom Rush Concert 70.60
Police for Concert and Auction 158.75
Insiurance for Concert and Auction 85.00
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Auction advertisement 22.00
Town of Deering (Tom Rush Concert profit) 1,500.00
Questionnaire printing 45.80
Questionnaire postage 60.00
Trustees of Trust Funds, return of loan 100.00
Secretary's notebook, postage, paper 3.10
TOTAL Expenditures $ 2,147.05




N.H. REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
In 1975 Deering received a great deal of help from the Central
New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission. We called on the
Director, Mr. Charles Clifford, on numerous occasions to attend meet-
ings here and provide information on the Federal Flood Plain Insur-
ance Program. We have also availed ourselves of his help on many
other matters throughout the year. Mr. Tom Anderson, another
member of the staff, attended several Plannnig Board meetings and
gave us some excellent advice. He is available to help us in evalu-
ating any problem subdivisions facing us in the future. Several grad-
uate students working for the Region last summer visited Deering
while preparing valuable studies on Natural Resource Inventory,
Conservation Case Study, Impact of Tax Exempt Property on Com-
munities, Historical Preservation and Historic Sites, and Community
Facilities. A study was also done on Municipal Fiscal Management
and a professional firm produced a Guide for Evaluating Develop-
ment Proposals. These reports are either available now or in the
process of being published. Mr. Richard Saunders spent the entire
summer gathering information and preparing a draft of a Town
Plan. The Town Plan Advisory Committee is now working from
this draft and hopes to have the Plan completed during the summer
of 1976. The Region is worldng with the committee and will pub-
lish the Plan when completed. Last spring the Region arranged for
aerial photographs to be taken of the entire area. We have received
a complete set of 49 photos at a scale of 1 inch equals 1,000 feet and
a set for tax mapping purposes with a scale of 1 inch equals 400 feet,
except for two which are of congested areas and have a scale of 1
inch equals 200 feet. The Region also printed copies of our revised
Subdivision Regulations and check sheets. All these services were
provided without any charge other than our annual payment which
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was $415 last year. Your representatives feel that the Town is get-
ting a great deal of help for a small investment.
We have contributed our services without any remuneration
and will feel well compensated if our efforts produce some lasting
good in Deering. At the December meeting of the Region Mr.




Regular meetings of the Planning Board were held on the second
Wednesday of every month. Additional meetings were held in
April and May relative to Flood Plain Insurance.
The regular meetings of the Board commence at 7:30 pm and
end at 10:00 pm. During the good months of the year, the Board
has met at the Town Hall. In the winter, meetings have been held
in the Parish Hall of the Deering Communit}^ Church. With the re-
furbishments to the Town Hall going so well, it is hoped that this
is the last year groups will have to find warmer quarters for the
winter meetings.
Dr. James Carew was reappointed to the Board for a five year
term. Dr. Carew was elected Chairman, Willis Merrill Vice Chair-
man and Beverly Yeaple Secretary. Robert Nugent, John Snow,
David Feather and Tom Allen are the other members of the Deering
Planning Board.
During the past year sLx Public Hearings were held - three
relative to Flood Plain Insurance and tliree for subdivisions.
The subdivisions approved since March of 1975:
Marvin Hammar




Land Systems Inc. Lots 1-3, 13-16 and 19
The by-laws of the Planning Board were revised and adopted.
A format for Subdivision has been prepared and anyone planning a
subdivision may obtain copies of this form from the Town Clerk,
the Chairman or Secretary of the Planning Board.
The Planning Board members have also been involved with
work on the Town Plan, along with members of the Board of
Selectmen and the Town Conservation Commission.
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The members of the Planning Board appreciate the concern of
all interested citizens and welcome the constructive opinions and
suggestions that are presented. The complexity of regulations in-
volving town Planning Boards continues to increase and takes more
of the Planning Board's time. The Central N.H. Regional Com-
mission has supplied the Board with a great deal of information and
data relative to not only our Town but also to the region of Towns
in which we live.
BEV YEAPLE
Secretary
THE DEERING PLANNING BOARD BY-LAWS
L The name of this organization shall be the Deering Planning
Board.
II. The function of this Board shall be to recommend such
measures as, in its judgement, will stimulate the orderly-
growth of the Town of Deering and promote the health,
safety and welfare of its people; and to exercise all powers
and functions granted to Planning Boards by statutes of the
State of New Hamsphire.
III. The Board shall consist of seven (7) members. Of these, one
shall be a member of the Board of Selectmen and six shall be
chosen by the Selectmen. Term of office for public members
of the Board shall be five (5) years. One member shall be
appointed annually following the annual Town Meeting,
otherwise only following a resignation or loss of membership
for other reason.
IV. Annually, at its first meeting following the annual Town
Meeting, the Board shall elect a chairm^an, a vice-chairman
and a secretary. Term of office shall be one (1) year but
officers of the Board may succeed themselves. Duties of the
chairman shall be: to preside at all meetings and public hear-
ings; to determine the agenda for these meetings; and to
represent the Board and to present the Board's business at all
public meetings. Duties of the vice-chairman shall be to
carry out the duties of the chairman in his absence. Duties of
the secretary shall be: to keep minutes of all meetings; to
handle correspondence for the Board; and, when necessary
to act as treasurer for the Board.
V. Regular meetings of the Board shall normally be held on the
second Wednesday of each month except where such dates
conflict with legal holidays, and excepting the months of June,
July and August when the Board may vote to meet at greater
or irregular intervals. Other meetings shall be held at such
times and places as the Board or its chairman shall determine.
VI. A quorum shall consist of three (3) members for the enact-
ment of regular business with exceptions that: (1) final ap-
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proval of a subdivision of four (4) or more lots; (2) amend-
ment to the subdivision regulations of the Town of Deering;
(3) amendment to these By-Lav^^s; and (4) the adoption of a
new policy or eliminating of an existing policy shall require
the approval of four (4) of at least five (5) members present
and voting.
VII. Meetings of the Board shall be conducted in accordance with
accepted rules of order and procedure.
VIII. All operating policies of the Board shall be voted as required
in Article VI. Policies thus adopted shall govern the pro-
cedures of the Planning Board in the conduct of business. All
adopted policies shall be placed in a Policy File in the Board's
files and shall be review^ed at least once annually following the
election of officers at the meeting in March.
These By-Laws were unanimously adopted at a regtilar meet-





In February, the brochure culminating several years' work and
funded by the Ford Foundation, was sent to each Deering taxpayer
as well as to libraries in the area, to the Conservation Com.missions
of the neighboring towns and to the State Senators and Congressmen.
Many favorable comments on the publication were received by the
Commission.
Clean-up Day, again, was held in early May. Fortunately, since
the number of participants was less this year, the amount of debris
was also smaller. It is hoped this indicates a trend of more citizen
responsibility towards littering. Lunch was served by the Com-
mission to about 30 volunteers at the Parish Flail.
Judy Wilson's attendance at Spruce Pond Conservation Camp
in June was sponsored by the Commission. On her return she at-
tended one of the Commission meetings and reported on her inter-
esting experiences at Camp. She also showed the Commission a
collection of hand-outs received at camp that will provide her with
reference material as she pursues her interest in the enviornment.
In August, a well-attended pot-luck supper for Deering resi-
dents was sponsored by the Commission. It was held as a prelimin-
ary to a meeting held by the Planning Board in the Town HaU.
Villa Ramsay, Bill Kulbacki and A4arguerite Dutton attended the
annual meeting of the New Hamsphire Association of Conservation
Commissions in Andover. This year's theme was "The Conservatioa
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Commission as Steward of the Land".
The Deering delegates attended the following workshops:
The Public's Right to Know, John Shortlidge, Chrmn.
The Commission as Grantee, Ash Plallett, Chrmn.
The Municipal Forest, Sarge Goodhue, Chrmn.
The Commission is pleased to note the acquisition of two parcels
of land by the Town. One, the 13 acre Sleeper lot, adjoining the
Gregg lot in the northwestern part of town, was a Bicentennial gift
from the Deering Association. The other parcel, a much smaller one,
bordering both sides of Center Brook in northeast Deering was a
gift from Herve Aucoin. i\Ir. Aucoin's generousity will provide
access and parking area for fishermen of Center Brook. These par-






Water samples were taken from eight (8) different locations on
Deering Lake on September 1. Results of all samples showed the
water to meet New Hampshire Class A standard for public water
supply before treatment and normal for inland waters free of sew-
age pollution - wonderful! !
The analysis of the water showed a decrease in Coliform bac-
teria over the previous year. This can be attributed partly to the
abundant rainfall during the summer months. However, it is a most
encouraging report for all of us in Deering, and does indicate the
concern of those residing at the lake, or those merely using the
water for enjoyment, for protection of our natural resources. The
Health Officer would like to thank Mr. Louis Roy, publicly, for
the use of his boat and his time assisting with collection of the water
samples.
Several areas where violations of the health standards were ob-
served within the communit>^ were visited and, in most cases, ap-
propriate corrective action was taken.
The Town beach and picnic area is still in need of proper
policing during the summer months. Unfortunately, there are still
people who use this area for their dump as well as for their rec-
reation - and I do not mean to infer Deering people, but rather,
outsiders.
A serious shortage of medical personnel, particularly doctors,
exists in our area at this time. The Health Officer is a member of
the Medical Needs Committee of the Hillsboro Chamber of Com-
merce which is presently trying to come up with a solution to the
49-
doctor shortage. Emergency medical assistance is being offered by
the Hillsboro Rescue Squad and, also, the Concord Hospital Emer-
gency Unit. It is hoped that the problem may be solved soon. The
Committee welcomes any assistance in this endeavor by interested
citizens.
May this Bicentennial year, 1976, bring good health and pros-
perity to all.
Respectfully submitted,
Dr. JAMES M. CAREW
Health Officer
POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
The year of 1975 was a busy one for the Deering Police De-
partment. During the year we responded to a variety of calls.
As you know, one of the major problems in Deering is breaking
and entering. Police patrol was increased this year, which resulted
in a substantial decrease in this crime over the previous years.
Another problem that many people have expressed concern
over, is vehicles speeding on town roads. In order to reduce this
problem and the potential hazard connected with speeding vehicles
the Department purchased a Moving Radar Unit. The Radar has
proven to be a valuable piece of equipment.
As we have requested in the past, please notify us if your home
is going to be vacant for a period of time. While on patrol we will
check your house periodically. Within the past year several resi-
dents have cooperated with this request.
During the year I attended a class for part-time police officers
given by the New Hampshire Police Standards and Training Coun-
cil. Attending this class has resulted in my certification as a part-
time police officer. The information I have obtained from the class
I will pass on to the other members of the Department in order that
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DOG OFFICER'S REPORT
For the year 1975 there were -
Six dogs reclaimed
four referrals
four dogs disposed of
Acting on behalf of the Hillsboro Dog Officer while he was ill I




DEERING VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
VOLUNTEER FUND









Firemen's boots - 13 pairs $ 117.00
American Flag 5.00
Water Heater 50.00
Barbecue Rack material 120.15
Raffle Prizes 290.00
Raffle Tickets 21.00
Balance of bill for Scott Air
Packs andFold-A-Tank 262.45
Revolving red light 35.00
"Dunk the Dope" expenses 65.29
Barbecue Food 248.11
Pine Ridge Florist 7.50
Muscular Dystrophy Association 20.00
Postcards and Secretary's supplies 18.00
TOTAL Expenditures $1,259.50
December 31, 1975 - Balance in account $ 624.35
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REPORT OF THE FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND DISTRICT CHIEF
Upon the recommendation of town selectmen and city councils,
the Division of Forests and Lands appoints a forest fire warden and
several deputy forest fire wardens in each town and city every three
years. The town or city warden is responsible for maintaining a
force of men and adequate equipment to suppress any wildfire that
occurs in his town or city during his term of appointment. The fire
warden must authorize all open burning when the ground is not
covered with snow. No open fires can be authorized between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m., unless it is raining, without the additional permission
of the State District Fire Chief.
Any person wishing to kindle an open fire when the ground is
not covered with snow must first obtain the written permission of
the forest fire warden. Camp and cooking fires also require the
warden's permission.
The Division of Forests and Lands, through its Forest Fire Service,
assists all cities and towns in meeting these requirements by training
the warden and deputy forces in wildfire suppression tactics, making
hand tool suppression equipment available at fifty percent of cost,
supplying pieces of Federal excess property for use as fire attack
vehicles and sharing up to fifty percent of the cost of wildfire sup-
pression costs.
Wildfire prevention is also a joint state, city or town program.
Smokey Bear is available from the Forest Fire Service for local fire
prevention programs. Posters and Junior Ranger kits are available
for distribution by local fire departments upon request to the Forest
Fire Service. Each forest fire warden is expected to carry on a
continuous wildfire prevention program within his town or city.




RICHARD S. CHASE WILLIAM DUMAIS
District Fire Chief Forest Fire Warden
800 fires
DEERING HIGHWAY SAFETY COMM. REPORT
This year saw the formation of the Deering Highway Safety
Committee to function as an advisory group to make recommen-
dations based on their observations in their various areas. These
recommendations pertaining to highway safety will be made to the
Board of Selectmen or the Chief of Police.
Secondly, this Committee is a necessary prerequisite to Deering's
receiving any available funding from the Highway Safetiy Com-
mission of New Hampshire.
zMembership on the Committee is for a period of 3 years — 2
members' terms expiring coincidentally with Town Meeting.
The Committee endorsed the Police Chief's action to pvirchase
a radar unit funded fifty percent by the Crime Commission.
The Committee recommended the specific limit of 25 M.P.H. on
the Clement Hill Road from Route 149 to Dudley Hill Road.
It was deemed advisable to have the Committee act on the ap-
plication for highway signs. Approved applications would then go
to the Selectmen for action.
HISTORIAN'S REPORT
The foundation of our 1788 Town Hall needed repairing this
year and during the summer that work was done. Having appro-
priated funds for the renovation of the Town Hall, other repairs
and improvements are under way, including re-roofing the building
and repairing the hall ceiling. A contract has been awarded for
insulation and storm windo^vs so our winter meetings should be able
to be held in a more comfortable atmosphere than has been the case
heretofore. Perhaps we should get our Town Hall registered in the
Hst of Historict Sites, as some of the State's older buildings now are.
An informational meeting was held in August to present the
Town Plan for Deering. This was preceded by a pot luck supper^
ensuring a fairly good attendance at the meeting. Questionnaires
had been sent to each family in town prior to this meeting and the re-
sponses were tabulated and presented to those present.
A committee to plan a celebration of our nation's bicentennial
was appointed with Edwin Dutton chosen as chairman. This com-
mittee sponsered a successful auction and also carried out the prep-
arations for Tom Rush's concerts - the profit from the concerts has
been given to the Town to help with the Town Hall renovations.
This committee has been assembling information about Deering and
has decided to work toward the publication of a town history, since
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more than 100 years have passed since George Patten's Historical
Sketch of Deering apperaed in the History of Hillsborough County,
Those of you who have not returned the questionnaire about
Deering are urged to do so promptly. Your recollections, no matter
how insignificant they may seem to you, may be just the bit of in-
formation we need to make the description of some event complete.
We are not planning as elaborate a celebration as for the Town's
Bicentennial, hoping the history may serve as a permanent reminder




TOWN PLAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPORT
New Hampshire State Statutes require the Planning Board of
each Town to prepare a Town Plan. Many Towns have hired
professionals to accomplish this task and, as a general rule, they
received a "manufactured" plan. The Deering Planning Board feels
that our plan should be by the people and for the people — what
we want for the future of Deering, not what some outsider thinks
we should have. This kind of plan costs much less but takes a great
deal longer to prepare.
We are not against advice and assistance from outside the Town
and in 1974 the Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Com-
mission prepared a "land use" map, a "soils" map and an "open
space" map for our plan. In 1975 they furnished one man who spent
most of his time for ten weeks gathering the statistical data and
preparing maps and charts for our use. In 1976 the Region will con-
tinue to assist us in any way we request and will print 100 copies
of the final plan.
In August 1975 the Conservation Commission put on a "Pot
Luck Supper" at the Deering Community Church followed by a
Planning Board sponsored meeting in the Town Hall to discuss the
Town Plan. Nearly 100 people attended the supper and over one
hundred came to the Town Hall meeting. This convinced us that
the townspeople are interested in planning for our future growth.
A Town Plan Advisory Committee has been formed, consisting
of the Selectmen, the Planning Board, and the Conservation Com-
mission. This group is currently working with the data already
prepared, supplementing it where necessary and eliminating anything
not pertinent. We are working on it in small segments, discussing
each one thoroughly to be sure we have all the information avail-
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able and that our conclusions and recommendations are sound and
practical. Eventually we will complete the Plan which will then
be presented to the people of the Town for discussion and changes
as required. When we feel we have the Plan the people want we
will present it at a Town Meeting for vote and hopefully adoption.
Although the Planning Board is authorized to adopt the Plan with-
out vote of the Town we feel that unless the people of Deering know
what the Plan is and are in favor of it, it is worth little more than the
paper it is written on.
The Committee welcomes suggestions and help from any and
all townspeople. We normally meet on the first Thursday of each
month at 8 PiM at the Town Hall in summer and in the Parish Hall




MINUTES OF THE I975 TOWN MEETING
A legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Town of Deering quali-
fied to vote in Town Affairs was called to order at 1:PM on March
4th, 1975.
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
Total ballots cast 205.
Selectman for three years - Thomas G. Allen 118, R. Burton
Johnson 31, Percy L. Putnam 49. Thomas G. Allen elected.
Tax Collector - Eleanor B. Fitzpatrick 78, Doris E. Beane 44,
Rocco Marotta 48, Phyllis G. Lachut 32. Eleanor B. Fitzpatrick
elected.
Town Clerk & Treasurer - Clara T. Rich 196.
Trustee of Trust Funds for three years - Gladys M. Snow 194.
Library Trustee for three years - Virginia I. Bittenbender 185.
Auditors - Marjorie A. Heath 180, Dorothy J. Wood 188.
On March 6, 1975 at 7:20 PM Articles two through 46 were voted.
Moderator George Wolf was ill and Dr. James Carew was sworn
in as Moderator for the Meeting. The Meeting was opened with the
Lords Prayer led by Whitney S. Yeaple followed by a salute to the
Flag. It was voted that any article once voted upon cannot be
brought back or rescinded at the meeting except for technical
reasons.
Article 2. Amended to read as follows. It was voted to accept
the reports of the Town Officers, Agents, Committees and Auditors
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as printed in the Town Report for the year 1974 with the following
change. That the figure marked "Increase of Surplus $3,104.52" on
page 19 of the Town Report for the year 1974 be changed to read:
Change in financial condition $15,675.22.
Article 3. It was voted to raise such sums of money as mav be
necessary to defray Town charges for the vear 1975 and to make
appropriations of and for the same.
Article 4. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$7,500. for Town Officers' salaries and 7,000. for Town Officers'
expenses and to authorize the Treasurer to pay each Selectman
$1,000. per year.
Article 5. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $450.
for election and registration expenses.
Article 6. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,800. for the upkeep of the Town Hall and other Buildings, and
purchase of office equipment.
Article 7. Negative vote on Blister rust control.
Article 8. It was voted to take up Article 8 at the adjourned
meeting to be May 28, 1975 at 7 PM.
Article 9. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,800. for Social Security payments for Town Employees.
Article 10. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$7,500. for the Police Department.
Article 10 A. Negative vote on electing the Chief of Police.
Article 10 B. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$4,000 for the Fire Department.
Article 11. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,500. for Tree Trimming and Brush Cutting, particularly along
narrow roads.
Article 12. Amended to read as follows. It was voted to raise and
appropriate the sum of $6,600. for insurance.
Article 13. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,000. for Damages and Legal Expenses.
Article 14. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$8,500. for contributions to neighboring Towns which permit the
use of their refuse disposal facilities by Deering Residents and Tax-
payers and for removal of trash.
Article 15. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $25.
for Vital Statistics.
Article 16. It was voted to raise and appropraite the following
sums for Highway purposes: (1) $14,000. for Summer Roads (2)
$17,500. for Winter Roads (3) $11,500. for the general expenses of
the Highway Department: and (4) $9,000. for road sealing.
Article 17. It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to apply for,
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contrace for, and accept grants of Federal or State aid relative to
disasters or civic improvement, or both, as may be available, and do
all things necessary to carry out this article.
Article 18. It was voted to authorize withdrawal from the Rev-
enue Sharing Fund established under the provisions of the State and
Legal Assistance Act of 1972 for use as set-offs against budget ap-
propriations in the amount indicated; and, further to authorize the
Selectmen to make pro-rata reductions in the amounts if estimated
entitlements are reduced or pro-rata increases in the amounts if the^





Town Officers' Expenses 1,650.
$11,000.
Article 19. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000. for the Capital Reserve Fund for Highway Equipment.
Article 20. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,170.66 to secure Town Road Aid.
Aj.-ticle 21. It was called to the attention of the Town that the
sum of $8,000. to meet the annual payment for repairs to the Long-
woods Road must be raised as previously authorized, under the
provisions of RSA 33:2.
Article 22. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,100. for Street Lighting.
Article 23. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $35.
for the Library.
Article 24. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sums of
$1,800. for Town Poor, $1,200. for Old Age Assistance, and $750.
for aid to Permanently and Totally Disabled.
Article 25. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $721.
as a contribution to the Central New Hampshire Community Mental
Health Services Inc.
Article 26. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $200.
for the support of the Hillsboro Rescue Squad.
Article 27. It was called to the attention of the Town that a
County Tax will be levied on the Town, and it is estimated that the
sum of $15,000. as shown in the Budget for this anticipated levy will
be required.
Article 28. Negative vote on membership of the Monadnock
Association.
Article 28A. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $70.
for the Monadnock Regional Bicentennial Committee.
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Article 29. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
. for the care of Cemeteries.
Article 30. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
for the current operating expenses and projects of the Con-
servation Commission.
Article 30 A. It was voted to accept the gift of land containing
one and one-half acres, more or less, bordering Center Brook from
Herve Aucoin and place the same under the management and con-
trol of the Conservation Commission.
Article 30 B. It was voted to accept the gift of a parcel of land
containing thirteen acres, more or less, adjacent to the Gregg lot, so
called, from the Deering Association and place the same under the
management and control of the Conservation Commission.
Article 31. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$200. for Civil Defense.
Article 32. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
for continuing and making corrections to the Tax Map, which
is required by RSA 31:95A.
Article 33. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$500. for interest on long term notes.
Article 34. Ic was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
for the current operating expenses of the Planning Board.
Article 35. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$415. to contiue membership in the Central New Hampshire Regional
Planning Commission.
Article 36. Amended to read as follows. It was voted to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,850.00 for the purpose of purchasing
building materials for the Fire House to be installed by Volunteer
Fire Department Labor. $650. for material and $1,200 for the Septic
System.
Article 37. It was voted as a good idea to plan an appropriate
celebration for the National Bicentennial in 1976.
Article 38. It was voted not to consider the article as it was
voted in the affirmative last year.
Article 39. It was voted to take up Article 39 in its entirety at
the adjourned Meeting on May 28, 1975 at 7:PM.
Article 40. It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to sell or
otherwise dispose of the scrap metal (old plows, blades, beams, etc.)
that has accumulated over the years.
Article 41. It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to auction
property taken by Tax Collectors Deeds.
Article 42. It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to borrow
money in anticipation of Taxes.
Article 43. It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to apply for,
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contract for, and accept grants of Federal or State aid, or both,
relative to the detection, deference, and apprehension of crime or
criminals, or both.
Article 44. It was voted to place the picture of the New Fire
House on the cover of the next annual Town Report.
Artcile 45. It was voted in the negative to close Wolf Hill Road.
Article 46. It was voted to adjourne to 7 of the clock on the
28th day of May next.
CLARA T. RICH
Deering Town Clerk
MINUTES OF ADJOURNED TOWN MEETING
May 28, 1^75
Article 8. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.
for the general construction and renovation of the Town Hall as
prepared by the Building Committee.
It was voted to take up Articles 39, 39a, 39b and 39c together
as one Article and to do so by paper ballot.
It was voted to delete from the articles "their appointed Build-
ing Inspector" wherever it appears.
No. 1 - To read as follows — The Selectmen shall review all
building permit applications for new construction or substantial
improvements, etc.
Articles 39-39a-39b-39-c voted as amended. Yes - 33; No - 10.
Article 39d - Negative vote on the article.
Article 39e. It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to amend
the Building Permit Ordinance so that it will apply to all new build-
ing construction and or substantial improvements to existing struc-
tures within the flood plain and to further authorize the Selectmen





















APPRAISAL LIST FOR TOWN OF DEERING
As of April 1, I975
NOT CORRECTED FOR SUBSEQUENT ABATEMENTS
Abbreviations Used To Describe Real Property
( ) Full Market value. Figure below shows
"Open Space" assessment value.
LO Land Only (No buildings)
LB Land and Buildings
LT Land and Trailer
TO Trailer Only
TB Trailer and Building
NS North Side (of Named Road)
ES East Side (of Named Road)
SS South Side (of Named Road)
WS West Side (of Named Road)
NR. Neai-
Land Blds. Total
Abbate, Heirs of Alexander
Lot 1-001, LB Bartlett Hill Rd., 116 a.
Lot 1-803, LO ES Pleasant Pond Rd., 60 a.
Abbott, Larry M. & Nancy G.
Lot 10-005, LB ES Dudley Pond Rd., 1.1 a.
Lot 10-142, LB ES Dudley Pond Rd.
Abernethy, Bradford S. & Mary
Lot 5-002, LB, ES Reservoir, 2.95 a.
Abernethy, Robert G.
Lot 5-003, LB SS Reservoir, 28.5 a.
Acevedo, Edward & Jo-Ann
Lot 2-004, LB WS Old County Rd., 7.4 a.
Adams, Lester J.
Lot 5-801, LB ES Old Count)^ Triangle Rd. 2,750 2,150 4,900
Adams, Perley B. & Robert E.
Lot 8-006, LB WS Old County Rd. 1,800 2,200 4,000
Alcock, Dorothy E.
Lot 3-007, LO ES Skye Farm Rd., 6.9 a,
Aldhizer, Maiy M.
Lot 8-008, LO Dickey Hill Rd., 1/2 a.
Allen, Elwood B. Jr. & Marilyn M.
Lot 12-009, LB ES River, 15 a.
Allen, Thomas G. & Carmen T.
Lot 11-010, LB SS Dickey HiU Rd. 50 a.
Lot 11-011, LO NS Dickey HiU Rd., 75 a.
Almadovar, Jose
Lot 822, TO Longwoods Park
Althiede, Alan R.
Lot 6-013, LB Falls Rd., 15 a.
Alves, John J. Jr. & Anna







Lot 4-089, LB ES E. Deering, 9.2 a.
Batchelder, Sidney & Helen
Lot 2-039, LB ES Reservoir Rd.
Beane, Peter & Doris
Lot 9-040, TB Johnson City
Lot 8-245, L3 Old County Rd., 2 a.
Beaudet, Ernest P. & Pearl R.
Lot 11-041, LB WS Rte. 149
Beaupre, Wilbur & Clara
Lot 9-042, TB Johnson City
Beaven, Carol M.
Lot 5-043, LB ES Reservoir
Benkoe, Cornelius & Audrey
Lot 5-044, LB WS Reservoir
Bennett, Nancy R.
Lot 6-045, LB NS Donovan Rd., 14 a.
Bennett, Stephen C. & Marjorie
Lot 4-046, LO off ES E. Deering Rd., 35 a.
Bennett, William W. & Erica
Lot 12-047, LB Union St., 2 a.
Berglin, Carl & Violet H.
Lot 4-048, LO E. Deering, 5 a.
Bernard, Louise C. & Robert
Lot 12-049, LB ES Fish & Game Rd., 12 a.
Bernasccni, Edwin & Gloria
Lot 5-050, LB WS Reservoir
Bernier, Phihp & Roberta
Lot 11-267, LB WS Rte. 149, 3.5 a.
Bertrand, Richard & Jean
Lot 5-051, LB V/S Reservoir
Bertrand, Richard Jr. & Maureen
Lot 5-238, LO WS Reservoir
Bhiladvala, Pallonji & Barbara
Lot 5-052, LB WS Deering Lake, 2 a.
Bickford, James & Myra
Lot 12-053, LB WS Manselville Rd., 2 a.
Bigwood, Aino E.
Lot 7-054, LB WS Dudley Brook, 4 a.
Bigv/ood, Ray
Lot 10-055, LO ES N. Deering Rd., 5 a.
Billings, Herbert
Lot 823, TB Longwoods Park
Billings, Herbert & William
Lot 5-036, LO Hart Farm Rd., .9 a.
Bilodeau, Florent R.
Lot 5-056, LB ES Deering Lake
Bishop, Alfred E. & May C.





Lot 4-059, LET ES E. Deering Rd.
Bittenbender, Virginia I.
Lot 5-060, LB WS Reservoir Rd., 19.5 a.
Bixby, Thomas E. Ill
Lot 2-062, LO on Francestown line, 15 a.
Blanchette, Ernest & Jeannette
Lot 5-065, LB ES Reservoir
Bliss, Denny &. Carol
Lot 8-066, LO Dickey Hill Rd.
Bliss, John G. Jr. & Geneva M.
Lot 5-067, LB Driftwood Isle
Bliss, Katherine S.
Lot 8-068, LB Dickey Hill Rd.
Blomberg, Ronald A.
Lot 2-057, LB NS Skye Farm Rd., 9 a.
Bolles, David & Alejandra
Lot 4-070, LB ES E. Deering Rd., 86 a.
Borders, Harold & Grace
Lot 9-071, TB Johnson City
Borsick, Arthur & Helen
Lot 5-073, LB ES Deering Lake
Lot 5-859, LB ES Deering Lake
Boston & Maine R.R. Corp.
Lot 9-075, LO SS Longwoods Rd.
Boucher, Michael & Linda
Lot 824, TO Longwoods Park
Boudrot, Leo F. & Ethel
Lot 5-079, LB WS Deering Reservoir
Brake, Nelson & Florence
Lot 5-080, LO ES Reservoir
Bresnan, Frank X. & Mary W.
Lot 2-425, LO SS Reservoir Rd., 46 a.
Brissette, Neal & Jeannette
Lot 6-081, LB WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke., 1 a.
Broadley, Eugene & Darlene
Lot 6-082, LB WS 2nd N.FL Tnpke.
Broomfield, Victor & Karen
Lot 7-083, LO Off E. Deering Rd., 3 a.
Brouillard, Paul
Lot 6-084, LO WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke., 1 a.
Brown, Robert
Lot 4-085, LO off ES E Deering Rd., 100 a.
Brown, Robert C. & Sally
Lot 10-086, LO WS Dudley Pond, 135 a.
Browne, Adrian & Muriel
Lot 4-087, LO WS E. Deering Rd., 53 a.
Lot 4-088, LB ES E. Deering Rd., 7 a.
Brozek, Josef & Roberta






Bruder, Charles IV & Paula
Lot 2-091, LB WS Old County Rd., 3.3 a. 4,950 4,755 9,705
Bruyneel, Stephen & Brenda (22,800)
Lot 4-388, LB WS E. Deering Rd., 19.2 a. 5,580 36,855 42,235
Bryl, Zdzislawa Jessie
Lot 11-844, LB WS Rte. 149 5,750 17,280 23,030
Brzozowski, John &. Madeline
Lot 5-094, C95, 093, LO WS Deering Lake 6,030 6,000
Lot 5-097, LB WS Deering Lake 10,950 5,475 16,425
Lot 5-099, LO WS Deering Lake 1,680 1,680
Lot 5-100, LO WS Deering Lake 3,600 3,600
Buckler, William & Elizabeth
Lot 7-102, LB Clement Hill Rd., 5 a. 2,420 2,625 5,045
Bulyga, Joseph
Lot 828, TO Longwoods Park 5,600 5,600
Bumford, Walter B. Sr.
Lot 6-104, LB WS 2nd N.H. Turnpike 2,300 4,000 6,300
Burdette, George & Gertraut
Lot 6-248, LO ES Codman Hill Rd. 1,735 1,735
Burke, Thomas F.
Lot 4-849, LO Old Frensestown Rd., 59.1 a. 11,550 11,550
Lot 4-105, LB WS Old Francestown Rd., 25 a. 9,030 17,720 26,750
Burwick, Jack & Helen
Lot 5-106, LB Deering Reservoir 4,340 4,000 8,340
Bussler, David & Stockton & Doyle & Stewart
Lot 4-108, LO off Cross Rd., 124 a. 17,000 17,000
Buttrick, Ervin & Madeleine
Lot 5-109, LB WS Deering Reservoir 6,050 3,600 9,650
Byrne, Thomas & Laraine
Lot 11-589, LB NS Clement HiU Rd. 4,650 17,950 22,600
Cafaro, Joseph J. & Mary E.
Lot 2-782, LO off Old County Rd., 16 a. 7,500 7,500
Calderwood, Margaret B.
Lot 5-111, LB ES Deering Reservoir, 2.25 a. 9,950 15,500 25,450
Campbell, Wayne J.
Lot 2-112, LB Cty. & Skye Farm Rd., 15 a. 4,800 300 5,100
Campbell, Willard A, & Diane
Lot 8-819, LB Rte 149, 1.55 a. 6,500 20,160 26,660
Campbell, Willard & Marjorie
Lot 4-113, LO SS Rte 149, 4 a. 4,700 4,700
Lot 8-114, LB WS Rte 149 4,950 27,350 32,300
Cardinal, Norman & Simone
Lot 3-663, LO WS Codman Hill Rd., 19.2 a. 6,818 6,818
Care, Gary A. & Denise
Lot 6-728, LB WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke., 1 a. 1,586 4,300 5,886
Carew, Anne T.
Lot 5-118, LO Fisher Rd., 6.27 a. 7,900 7,900
Carev^, James M. & Anne R.
Lot 5-115, LB Rte. 149 2.79 a. 7,050 22,850 29,900
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Lot 8-116, LO ES Rte 149, 33 a.
Lot 5/8-117, LO NS Rte. 149, 11 a.
Carew, Joseph E.
Lot 5-119, LO Gregg HiU Rd., 1.63 a.
Carew, Paul F.
Lot 5-120, LO WS Rte. 149, 2.9 a.
Carew, Richard P.
Lot 8-769, LO Fisher Rd. & Rte. 149, 10.3 a.
Carew, Thomas W.
Lot 5/8-770, LO Fisher Rd. & Rte 149, 10.4 a.
Carpenter, DeBernie & Jacqueline
Lot 8-784, LB Old County Rd., LI a.
Carpenter, Lena
Lot 9-121, TO Johnson City
Cartelli, Phyllis & Lucy Royer
Lot 5-122, LB Driftwood Isle
Carter, Robert & Delores
Lot 5-123, LB WS Reservoir
Carter, Robert L.
Lot 5-131, LO WS Deering Lake
Carter, Walter & Grace
Lot 124, LB Off WS Longwoods Rd., 3 a.
Casey, James J. & Joyce Bilodeau
Lot 5-297, LB WS Old County Rd., 3 a.
Casper, Edward B. 8z Helen
Lot 4-617, LO V/S Cross Rd., 19 a.
Chamberlain, Eugene &. Helen &
Anne Howard
Lot 7-125, LB WS E. Deering Rd., 170 a.
Chamberlin, T. Vance
Lot 9-422, LB SS Hedgehog Mt. Rd., 3 a.
Chappell, Cecil & Mary
Lot 10-126, LB North Rd., 57 a.
Christian Herald Children's Home
Lot 8-127, LB WS Wolf Hill, 305 a.
Lot 8-128, LB ES Wolf Hill, 55 a.
Cilley, Jerry & Gertrude
Lot 11-129, LBT ES Rte. 149, 10 a.
Cimeno, Richard T. & Rita G.
Lot 358, LB NS Clement Hill Rd., 10.6 a.
Clark, Gordon & Barbara
Lot 9-132, LB WS Hedgehog Mt. Rd.
Clark, Grover C. & Jessie M.
Lot 806, LB ES Longwoods Rd., 10 a.
Lot 9-133, LO WS Longwoods Rd., 35 a.
Clark, Russell B. & Gertrude L.
Lot 9-134, LB Longwoods Rd. 2,750 6,275 9,025
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Land
Clark, Sheldon H. & Elizabeth C.
Lot 4-135, LO ES E. Deering Rd., 2.5 a.
Clark, Theodore
Lot 2-136, BO Skye Farm Rd.
Clift, Gordon R.
Lot 2/3-137, LO WS Skye Farm Rd., 60 a.
Clinton, Kenneth L. & Marlene
Lot 7-675, LB E. Deering Rd., 8 a.
Clough, Ethel
Lot 825, TO Longwoods Park
Cohen, Sydney Reichman
Lot 1/4-843, LO Off Rte. 149, 54.1 a.
Colburn, Howard & Ida
Lot 208, TO Longwoods Park
Coleman, Ola
Lot 2-804, LO Reservoir Rd.
Collette, Charles E.
Lot 1/4-857, LO Rte. 149 & Bartlett HiU Rd. 10,920
Condelli, Joseph & Josephine
Lot 12/9-141, LO ES Longwoods Rd., 9 a. 1,675
Contoocook Valley Industries Inc.
Lot 540, LO Old Francesto^vn Rd., 30.5 a.
Cordova, Victoria & Maxine Roberts
Lot 9-458, TO Johnson City
Corliss, David W. & Jane
Lot 12-144, LET Longwoods Rd., 4 a.
Corliss, Suzie & Mary Greene
Lot 9-145, TO Holton Crossing Rd.
Cormier, Edward E. &. Marie E.
Lot 7-146, LB SS Corl Rd., 11.2 a.
Cosentino, Aide & Kay
Lot 8-147, LO ES Dickey Hill Rd., 75 a.
Cote, Roland F.
Lot 11-148, LB Clement Hill Rd., 3 a.
Coughlin, Richard & Dawn & David &
Diane Barrett
Lot 2-814, LO Old Cty. Rd., 16.8 a.
Craig, Clark A. Jr. & Mary
Lot 210, TO Johnson City
Crane, Katherine
Lot 9-149, LO WS Longwoods Rd., 49 a.
Crane, Richard
Lot 6-773, LO 2nd N.H. Turnpike, 7 a.
Craven, Virginia
Lot 5-150, LB V7S Reservoir Rd., 6 a.
Cressy, Frederick &. Muriel Ashby
Lot 12-783, TO Longwoods Park
Crofoot, Jack
Lot 8-152, LB WS Old County Lane, 4 a
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Land
Lot 8-153, LO ES Old Cty Lane, 21 a.
Crosby, Joseph & Dorothy
Lot 6-421, LBT Bennington Depot Rd.
Grossman, Stanley & Louise
Lot 6-154, LB ES 2nd N.H. Tnpke., 55 a.
Crowley, R. Paul Jr. & Janet
Lot 11-156, LB ES Rte. 149, 25 a.
Cuchetti, Carl
Lot 7-157, LB Peter Wood Hill Rd., 7 a.
Cullinane, Mary Jane
Lot 8-158, LO Dickey Hill Rd.
Cushing, Willard
Lot 5-160, LO ES Old Cty. Rd., 2 a.
Cutter, Gary & Barbara
Lot 835, TO Longwoods Park
Daniels, Raymond
Lot 11-138, LO ES Rte 149
Daniels, Raymond & Kathleen
Lot 11-139, LO WS Rte 149, 77.17 a.
Daniels, Stanley & Edith
Lot 12-161, LO off Rte. 149, 24.5 a.
D'Auida, Francis X. & Mai^garet
Lot 8-767, LO ES Old Cty. Rd., 2.07 a.
Davis, Richard M. & Gloria J.
Lot 5-162, LB WS Deering Reservoir
Davis, Stephen E. & Barbara J.
Lot 7-676, LB Off E. Deering Rd., 3 a.
Davison, Gordon
Lot 061, TB Johnson City
Davison, Louis Estate
Lot 10-165, LO WS Old Henniker Rd., 80 a. 3,025
Lot 10-164, LO WS Old Henniker Rd., 16 a. (3,750)
Lot 10-166, LO ES Cross Rd., 97 a.
Davison, Robert J.
Lot 730, TO Longwoods Park
Dawson, John & Penelope
Lot 11-167, LO ES Old Clement
Hill Rd., 5.5 a.
Lot 11-168, LB NS Clement Hill Rd., 193 a. (79,550)
12,900 27,450 40,350
Lot 11-169, LO SS Clement Hill Rd., 160 a. (58,850)
5,600 5,600
Dawson, Jonathan T. (18,950)
Lot 10/11-170, LO NS North Rd., 87 a. 3,045 3,045






Lot 11-172, LB WS Rte. 149 2,525 4,400 6,925
DeAngelo, John J. & Claire
Lot 4-173, LB Cross Rd., 4.4 a. 4,150 15,500 19,650
DeCarolis, Robert & Trinita
Lot 5-174, LB ES Deering Reservoir 6,350 6,240 12,590
DeCarteret, Robert & Edith
Lot 5-175, LB Driftwood Isle 3,050 6,600 9,650
Deering Conference Center
Lot 5/2-766, LO SS Wolf Hill Rd., 227 a. 147,900 147,900
Lot 5-793, LO ES Reservoir, 27 a. 17,000 17,000
Lot 4-794, LO ES Cross Rd., 12 a. 7,980 7,980
Lot 5-796, LO ES Old Cty. Rd., 70 a. 18,075 18,075
Deering Fish & Game Club (16,450)
Lot 9/12-179, LB WS Longwoods Rd., 99 a. 4,244 2,750 6,994
Deering Lake Snowmobile Assn.
Lot 5-098, LB ES Fisher Rd., 1 a. 2,000 1,500 3,500
Dem.etrio, James & Charleen
Lot 7-576, LO E. Deering, 10 a. 4,500 4,500
Derbyshire, James
Lot 5-181, LT NS Reservoir 4,000 2,100 6,100
Desorcy, Edmond & Viola
Lot 9-155, TO Johnson City 3,120 3,120
DeVallet Trust
Lot 1-183, LB WS Bartlett Hill Rd., 52 a. 12,344 6,000 18,344
Lot 1-184, LO ES Bartlett Hill Rd., 6 a. 2,400 2,400
Dias, Raymond & Roslyn J.
Lot 7-185, LO Off E. Deering Rd., 3.5 a. 3,000 3,000
Lot 7-186, LB Ofe E. Deering Rd., 3.5 a. 3,000 300 3,300
Dickerman, Priscilla B.
Lot 6-439, LO ES 2nd N.H. Tnpke., 1 a. 1,500 1,500
Dierrico, James & Vincent
Lot 3/6-246, LO ES Codman Hill Rd., 3.96 a. 1,600 1,600
Lot 3/6-247, LO ES Codman Hill Rd., 4.48 a. 1,650 1,650
Ditner, Joseph M. Jr.
Lot 5-187, LB WS Deering Reservoir 3,500 5,450 8,950
Dlugos, Daniel & Margaret
Lot 5-188, LB WS Reservoir 6,125 16,100 22,225
Dlugos, Robert S. & Florence
Lot 5-240, LO WS Reservoir 4,500 4,500
Donovan, Andrew E.
Lot 11-189, LB off N. Rd., 35 a. 6,750 2,800 9,550
Donovan, Heirs of Beatrice (62,450)
Lot 6-190, LB Donovan Rd., 392 a. 24,081 24,600 48,661
Doucet, Ronald L. & Gail
Lot 7-734, LB SS E. Deering Rd., 11 a. 8,875 12,800 21,675
Douglas, Earl F. & Evelyn
Lot 3-192, LO WS 2nd N.H. Turnpike, 10.8 a. 4,150 4,150
Lot 3-193, LO WS 2nd N.H. Turnpike, 4.5 a. 2,750 2,750
Dozois, Norris
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Lot 5-194, LB Hart Farm Rd., 1 a.
Dreitlein, Ruth W.
Lot 4-365, LB WS Glen Rd., 4 a.
Lot 4-366, LO ES Glenn Rd. NS
Driscoll Rd., 4 a.
Lot 4-367, LB WS E. Deering Rd., SS
Driscoll Rd., 2.5 a.
Lot 4-368, LO ES E. Deering Rd.
Drew, Calvin C. & Eleanor R.
Lot 5-521, LO WS Reservoir, 8 a.
Drew, Larry W.
Lot 10-143, LO ES Dudley Pond Rd., 5 a.
Driftwood Isle Assn.
Lot 5-074, LO NS Reservoir
Drinkwater, Patrick A.
Lot 3-816, LO Off 2nd N.H. Tnpke., 2.7 a
Driscoll, Edgar J. & Katherine
Lot 7-195, LO ES Glen Rd., 129 a.
Lot 4/7-196, LO WS Driscoll Rd., 231.64 a. (56,785)
Lot 7-197, LB ES Driscoll Rd., 104 a.
Driscoll, Robert E.
Lot 2-198, LB ES Reservoir, 30 a.
Lot 2-140, LO ES Reservoir Rd.
Drost, Finley & Margaret
Lot 6-200, LB ES 2nd N.H. Turnpike, 3 a.
Dudley, Wilton G. & Norma
Lot 8-774, LB ES Old Cty. Rd., 2.65 a.
Duefield, William G.
Lot 11-201, LO Rte. 149
Duggan, Edward, Arthur Si Lawrence
Lot 3-012, LO WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke., 60 a.
Dumais, Donald & Melody
Lot 12-203, LB WS River Rd.
Dumais, James G. & Beverly
Lot 12-204, LTB ES River Rd.
Dumais, William J. & Louise
Lot 12-205, LO WS River Rd.
Lot 12-206, LB ES River Rd.
Dumas, Gerard & Pauline
Lot 1-207, LO ES Bartlett Hill Rd., 222 a.
Lot 10-209, LO NS N. Rd., 18 a.
Dunn, Robert I.
Lot 2-211, LB ES Reservoir Rd.
Duplessis, Rudolph
Lot 1-213, LB WS Bartlett Hill Rd., 85 a.
Duren, S. Edward Jr. & Patricia




Dutton, Edwin C. &. Jane E.
Lot 8-817, LB NS Rte. 149, 5a.
Dutton, Walter B. & Marguerite
Lot 8-214, LB ES Rte 149, 132.3 a.
Lot 8-215, LO WS Rte. 149, 19.5 a.
Dwight, Laura & Frances
Lot 5-216, LB WS Deering Lake
Earl, Douglas & Anita
Lot 826, TO Longwoods Park
Ebeling, Karl H. & Signa
Lot 2-394, LO Kerber Lot 3, 14.9 a.
Edes, William & Beverly-
Lot 827, TO Longwoods Park
Edwards, Allen C. & Patricia
Lot 11-217, LB Manselville Rd., 2.03 a.
Edwards, George Jr. & Maxine
Lot 12-640, LB Union St., .5 a.
Edwards, George H. & Florence
Lot 11-218, LB WS Rte 149, 2 a.
Lot 11-219, LO WS Rte 149
Elbthal Realty Trust
Lot 10-220, LO Off ES Dudley Pond Rd., 2 a. 3,000
Eldridge, Roy E. & Irene
Lot 8-221, LB Dickey Hill Rd., 4 a.
Ellinwood, Christie S. Jr. & Albertine
Lot 11-064, LB NS Clement Hill Rd.
Elliott, K. Jane
Lot 8-222, LO Dickey Hill Rd.
Elliott, Ronald M. & Aino
Lot 7-223, LB WS Dudley Brook Rd.
Elliott, Ronald, Cust. for Reed Elliott
Lot 7-224, LO WS Dudley Brook Rd., 5 a
Ellsworth, Arnold
Lot 2-225, LO SS Homestead Rd., 50 a.
Emery, Clayton & Valerie
Lot 6-226, TO on Bumford land
Emery, Randy
Lot 858, TO on Bumford Land
Enderle, John C. & Rolande
Lot 4-101, LB E. Deering Rd., 13 a.
Erb, John D,
Lot 4-227, LO SS Farrell Rd., 5 a.
Evarts, Richard R. &. Pauline
Lot 7/10-228, LB WS North Rd., 25 a.
Lot 7/10-229, LO ES North Rd., 50 a.
Everton, John S. & Margaret
Lot 5-230, LB ES Deering Reservoir
Faber, Paul W. & C. Beverly









Lot 9-266, LO ES Longwoods Rd., 150 a.
Ford, Jane
Lot 5-268, LB ES Reservoir
Foster, Roy C. Jr. & Vivian
Lot 2-151, LB WS Old Cty. Rd., 1.5 a.
Franseen, Elmer, & Elizabeth,
Lot 5-269, LB ES Reservoir, 10 a.
Frederick, Herbert & Gertrude
Lot 4-270, LB NS Rte. 149, 35 a.
French, Robert L. V.
Lot 2/5-271, LO ES Old County Rd., 23 a.
Lot 2/5-272, LO WS Old County Rd., 223 a. (41,850)
Frye, David B. & Cheryl
Lot 3-163, LO ES Codman Hill Rd., 43 a.
Fuhs, Francis P.
Lot 8/5-273, LO ES Old County Rd., 56 a. 15,750
Fulger, Mary
Lot 810, TO Longwoods Park
Gager, Eleanor & Welton Franklyn
Lot 3-274, LB ES Codman Hill Rd., 25 a.
Gagnon, Raymond & Norma
Lot 11-275, LB NS Clement HiU Rd., 2.5 a.
Gallo, Gerald
Lot 550, TO Longvv^oods Park
Gardner, Richard C. & Edward Hinkle
Lot 5-276, LO WS Reservoir
Gai-land, Robert C.
Lot 10-069, LO Aucoin Lot 1, 8.3 a.
Garofoli, Joseph Jr.
Lot 11-277, LO SS Clement HiU Rd., 4 a.
Gater, John R.
Lot 12-584, LT Fish & Game Rd.
Gath, Frederick & Louise
Lot 5-278, LB ES Reservoir
Gavlik, Cai-1 S. & Alice
Lot 5-279, LB NS Deering Lake
Geaumont, Donald & Kerry
Lot 11-448, LB NS Clement Hill Rd., 2.5 a. 5,400
Gerbert, Duane D. & Dorothy
Lot 11-280, LB SS Clement Hill Rd., 2.5 a.
Gianni, Marie J.
Lot 8-281, LO ES Rte. 149, 3.4 a.
Gilman, Lewis Jr. & Susan S.
Lot 2-776, LB VaUey View Subdvsn., 14 a. 13,060 29,030 42,090
Girard, Regina &. Albert
Lot 852, TO Longwoods Park 9,600 9,600
Gleason, Barbai'a Ann




Glynn, Donald & Dorothy-
Lot 12-853, TO Longwoods Park 9,600 9,600
Goldstein, Michael & Rochelle
Lot 6-662, LO WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke., 7.6 a. 3,575 3,575
Goode, Elizabeth
Lot 2-282, LB ES Old Cty. Rd., 35 a. 7,850 900 8,750
Goodman, Eleanor & Marion Perkins
Lot 5-427, LB Driftwood Isle 4,900 11,750 16,660
Goodman, Melvin
Lot 5-283, LB WS Reservoir 6,000 7,000 13,000
Goodwin, Robert E. & Lillian P.
Lot 5-284, LB WS Reservoir 7,175 6,950 14,125
Gould, Dwight D. & Debra J.
Lot 2-021, LB WS Old Cty. Rd. Ext, 1.21 a. 2,250 9,400 11,650
Gove, Francis X. & Marie R.
Lot 4/7-285. LB SS Corl Rd., 10.7 a. 5,950 4,550 10,500
Lot 7-286, LO ES E. Deering Rd., 33.5 a. (16,400)
1,172.50 1,172.50
Gove, Harold T. & Margaret
Lot 4/7-287, LB SS Corl Rd., 8.2 a. 3,930 3,630 7,560
Gove, John C & Helene
Lot 7-289, LB NS Corl Rd. 2,250 3,150 5,400
Gove, Peter B. & Cora L.
Lot 7-290, LO NS Corl Rd. 1,500 1,500
Gove, Robert E. & Shirley
Lot 7-291, LO NS Corl Rd 1,500 1,500
Gove, Thomas P. & Constance
Lot 7-292, LO NS Corl Rd. 1,500 1,500
Lot 4/7-362, LO SS Corl Rd., 16.8 a. (6,315)
588 588
Grant, Leon H.
Lot 5-293, LB Driftwood Isle 2,600 100 2,700
Grant, Leon & Mildred & Murray &
Hazel Wood
Lot 5-294, LB V/S Deering Lake 6,750 7,250 14,000
Green, Maurice
Lot 2-295, LB NS Reservoir Rd., 34 a.
Lot 2-296, LO ES Reservoir Rd., 2 a.
Greene, Carroll E.
Lot 5-298, LO ES Reservoir Rd., 10 a.
Greene, Carol! E. & Florence
Lot 9-299, LTB Holton Crossing & 2nd
N.H. Tnpke., 32 a.
Greene, Carroll J.
Lot 9-732, LO 2nd N.H. Tnpke., 3 a.
Lot 9-303, LT ES 2nd N.H. Tnpke.
Greene, Elizabeth
Lot 9-304, LB WS 2nd N.H. Turnpike, 3 a.
Greene, James





Lot 5-467, LT SS Holton Crossing Rd., 3 a. 2,400 4,600 7,000
Lot 9-300, LB NS Reservoir, 1.02 a. 6,600 750 7,350
Lot 9-301, LO NS Holton Crossing Rd. 100 100
Greene, Thomas & Patricia
Lot 8-306, LB ES Old Ctj^. Rd., 6 a. 6,000 1,970 7,970
Lot 9-307, LTB ES 2nd N.H. Tnpke., 3 a. 4,100 5,000 9,100
Lot 9-781, LO 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 208 208
Greenleaf, Robert & Esther
Lot 8/9/8, LO WS Old Cty. Rd., 210 a. 24,150 24,150
Gregg, Philip E. & Cynthia
Lot 11-309, LB NS Clement Hill Rd., 2 a.
Lot 11-838, LO Off Clement Hill Rd., 4.5 a.
Griffen, Robert C.
Lot 12-310, LB Union St.
Griffith, WilUam W. & Anne M.
Lot 7-311, LB Off E. Deering Rd., 12 a.
Griffiths, John J. & Leona
Lot 2-312, LB ES Reservoir Rd., 95 a.
Grimes, Harold & Joan
Lot 8-687, LO Old Cty Rd., 2.37 a.
Lot 8-845, LB WS Rte. 149, 4.9 a.
Grover, Bruce C.
Lot 8/11-588, LO ES Rte. 149
Grund, Donald & Margarette
Lot 11-313, LB WS Rte. 149, 7.5 a.
Grund, John B. & Virginia
Lot 11-314, LO WS Rte. 149, 7 a.
Guimond, Ralph A. & Isabelle D.
Lot 5-315, LB NS Reservoir
Haight, Bert & Elsie
Lot 5-316, LB WS Reservoir
Hall, Robert C.
Lot 12-317, LO Off WS Manselville Rd., 6 a.
Hammer, Marvin E. & Dorothy A.
Lot 9-318, LB WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke., 14 a.
Hammond, Carl & Marceline
Lot 5-319, LB Drfftwood Isle
Hannaman, Alice E.
Lot 7-320, LB NS Peter Woods Hill, 80 a.
Hanneman, Edward G. & Marjorie
Lot 7-321, LB SS E. Deering Rd., 41 a.
Hardy, Charles
Lot 829, TO Longwoods Park
Hare, Herbert & Margaret
Lot 7-322, LB NS E. Deering Rd., 7 a.
Harrington, Michael & Mary
Lot 323, TO Johnson City
Harvard, Anne K.





Harvey, Henry D. (28,050)
Lot 2-324, LB NS Reservoir Rd., 28 a. 24,400 9,675 34,075
Lot 2-325, LB WS Deering Reservoir, 22 a. (37,500)
21,775 3,350 25,125
Lot 2-326, LB SS Campbell Rd., 258 a. (36,300)
13,440 69,800 83,240
Lot 2-698, LO NS Homestead Rd., 4 a. (3,300)
140 140
Hassan, Estate of Margaret
Lot 7-327, LO ES E. Deering Rd. 1,800 1,800
Hatfield, Charles A. S. (21,950)
Lot 10/7-328, LO NS E. Deering Rd., 96 a. 2,688 2,688
Lot 7-329, LO SS E. Deering Rd., 2 a, 4,450 4,450
Lot 7-330, LB NS K Deering Rd., 20 a. (9,150)
5,154 26,150 31,304
Hauschildt, Paul & Louise
Lot 8-332, LO ES Old Cty. Rd., 18 a. 5,825 5,825
Lot 8-333, LO ES Old County Rd. &
Old County Lane
Lot 8-334, LB ES Old Cty. Lane, 1.5 a.
Lot 5-335, LO ES Deering Reservoir
Lot 5-336, LB Driftwood Isle
Hawkins, Richard A. & Pauline M.
Lot 5-658, LB WS Deering Lake
Nathaniel Hawthorne College
Lot 6-765, LB WS 2 nd N.H. Tnpke.
Heath, Elroy &. Mai^orie
Lot 8-338, LB ES Longhouse Rd., 25 a.
Lot 8-339, LO WS Wolf Hill Rd., 35 a.
Lot 8-340, LO ES Rte. 149, 40 a.
Hebert, Roger N. & Lynn E.
Lot 4-452, LB WS E. Deering Rd., 36 a.
Heespelink, Jan & Ruth
Lot 2-341, LB ES Reservoir Rd., 98 a.
Hemenway, Norman & Joan
Lot 9-342, TBL 2nd N.H. Turnpike
Hennemuth, Richard C. & Ardys
Lot 5-343, LB V/S Old County Rd., 10 a.
Herrick, Jeannette
Lot 397, TO Longwoods Park
Hodge, Charles H. & Mathee
Lot 9/6-348, LB ES 2nd N.H. T'pike, 64 a.
Hoeflein, Hans H. & Ernestine M.
Lot 8-350, LO SS Rte. 149, 30 a.
Hoekstra, Robert G.
Lot 4-704, LO WS E. Deering Rd., 5 a.
Hogg, Charles R. & Mae S.







Holdner, Erwin & Evelyn
Lot 12-346, LB WS Longwoods Rd., 234 a.
Lot 12-353, LB WS Longwoods Rd., 1.6 a.
Holmberg, Dale F. & Joan
Lot 11-344, LB WS Manselville Rd., 10 a.
Honemann, Daniel & Dorothy
Lot 8-354, LO Dickey Hill Rd.
Hoi^ning, Frank G. & Jean
Lot 4-620, LO Rte 149, 5 a.
Hough, William P.
Lot 3-359, LB WS Skye Farm Rd., 70 a.
Howe, Jill O.
Lot 8-361, LB WS Old Cty, Lane, 7 a.
Howell, Bennie, Harold Weisman &
Harold Rowell Jr.
Lot 10-649, LO WS Dudley Pond, 9 a.
Lot 10-650, LO ES Dudley Pond, 27 a.
Howoy, Mary
Lot 11-363, LB WS Manselville Rd.
Hunter, John & Beatrice
Lot 6/3/5-369, LB SS Falls Rd., & WS
Old County Rd., 120 a.
Lot 6/5-370, LB NS FaUs Rd., 104 a.
Huniter, William L. & Mollie V.
Lot 5-479, LB WS Deering Lake
Lot 5-480, LO WS Deering Lake
Huntley, Philip L.
Lot 11-471, LO V/S Rte. 149
Himtley, Philip L. & Larry Colby
Lot 830, TO (2) Longwoods Park
Huntley, Ruth A.
Lot 11-371, LB WS Rte. 149
Ilsley, David & Lynda
Lot 4-372, LB ES E. Deering Rd., 2 a.
Ives, Charles W.
Lot 374, BO SS Falls Rd. 750 750
Jackman, George
Lot 351, TO Johnson City 2,240 2,240
Jackson, Teddy R. & Frances H.
Lot 11/8-813, LB Rte. 149, 1 a.
Janelle, Maurice & Pauline
Lot 5-375, LB ES Reservoir
Jarvis, Charles & Ruth
Lot 10-376, LB NS N. Rd., 8 a.
Lot 10-455, LB SS N. Rd., 50 a.
Jewell, Charles F. & Dorothy
Lot 10-377, LB ES N. Rd., 25 a.




Johnson, Allan R. & Marilyn
Lot 5-380, LB SS Fisher Rd., 1.4 a.
Johnson, Donald J. & Jean E.
Lot 10/7-381, LB Old Clement Rd., 75 a.
Johnson, Donald 8z Gloria
Lot 7-382, LO WS Glen Rd., 15 a.
Johnson, Ernest & Heni'ietta
Lot 9-383, LTB W. Deering
Johnson, Robert B. Sr. & Beatrice
Lot 4-384, LB SS Camp Rd., 2 a.
Lot 4-385, LO SS Camp Rd., 54 a.
Johnson, R. Burton
Lot 4-093, BO SS Camp Rd.
Jones, Charles & Shirley-
Lot 3-523, LO WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke., 6.5 a.
Jones, Thomas & Deborah
Lot 11-780, LB Rte. 149
Jordan, Harry
Lot 10-387, LO NS N. Rd., 50 a.
Kapteina, John T. & Lillian
Lot 7/10-388, LB E. Deering Rd., 30 a.
Kelley, Nancy H.
Lot 11-390, LBT Off Rte. 149, 18 a.
Kemp, Earle R. & Edna J,
Lot 4-092, LB ES E. Deering Rd.,
Kemp, Elton
Lot 8-391, LO ES Old Cty. Lane, 6 a.
Kendall, Robert C. & Clara M.
Lot 5-392, LB WS Reservoir
Kerouac, Armand Jr. & Jeannette
Lot 5-176, LB ES Driftwood Isle
Kiblin, Ada C.
Lot 6-395, LB ES 2nd N.H. Turnpike, 48 a.
Lot 6/9-396, LO WS 2nd N.H. T'pike, 36 a.
Kiblin, Edward G.
Lot 6-398, LO WS 2nd N.H. Turnpike, 20 a.
Lot 6/3-398, LO SS Bennington Rd., 80 a.
Lot 6-400, BO ES 2nd N.H. Turnpike
Kiblin, Howard
Lot 2-401, LO NR Old Cty, Rd., 20 a. 3,500 3,500
Kiblin, Rodney
Lot 6-402, LO ES 2nd N.H. Turnpike, 15 a. 4,800 4,800
Lot 6-403, LO ES 2nd N.H. Turnpike, 24 a. 3,700 3,700
Kimball, Estate of Flora B.
Lot 11-404, LB ES Dickey Hill Rd., 6 a. 6,345 4,750 11,095
Lot 11-618, LB WS Dickey Hill Rd., 84 a. 17,625 2,150 19,775
Kimball, James C.





Lot 11-406, LB WS Rte. 149, 1 a. 4,500 6,425 10,925
King, Anna M.
Lot 3-407, LO ES 2nd N.H. T'pike, 458 a.
Lot 3-408, LO WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke., 7 a.
Kirshneur, Jules F. &. Maxine
Lot 4-409, LO ES E. Deering Rd.
Klein, Michael P.
Lot 11-410, LO off Rte. 149, 6 a.
Knight, Kathryn M.
Lot 8-411, LO WS Old Cty. Rd.
Koson , Jacob H. & Patricia
Lot 3-661, LO Ccdman Hill Rd., 13 a.
Kristiansen, Harold & Olga
Lot 3-413, LB WS 2nd N.H. Turnpike, 8 a.
Ki'istl, Helen
Lot 12-414, LB Union Street
Kulbacki, Frederick & Alice
Lot 9-415, LB SS Hedgehog Mt. Rd., 15 a.
Kulbacki, William S. & Alice N.
Lot 12-416, LB WS River Rd.
Lot 12-302, LO SS Manselville Rd.
Labbe, Romeo J. & Giselle M.
Lot 5-180, LB ES Reservoir
Lachut, Phyllis
Lot 4/1-417, LB SS Rte 149, 12 a.
Lachut, Stanley E. & Priscilla
Lot 5-418, LO Driftwood Isle
Lot 5-419, LO Driftwood Isle
Lackner, Edmund & Margaret
Lot 831, TO Longwoods Park
LaFerriere, Purdy
Lot 6-420, LO ES 2nd N.H. Turnpike, 42 a.
Lambert, George & Thelma
Lot 811, TO Longwoods Park 6,600 6,600
Landon, Lester Jr.
Lot 9/12-423, LO off Longwoods Rd., 8 a.
Landry, Arnold J. 8z Rose
Lot 10-337, LB off ES Dudley Pond Rd.
Lane, Albert
Lot 12-428, LTB ES River Rd.
Langlois, Frank A. 8z Helen
Lot 11-428, LO ES Rte. 149
Lot 8-429, LB SS Rte. 149 & NS
Bowen School Rd., 10 a.
Lot 8-430, LB ES Old Cty. Rd., 4.5 a.
Lanman, Thomas H. & Mary E.
Lot 2-785, LO SS Reservoir Rd., 23 a.
Larochelle, David & Bertina





Lot 2-610, LB ES Old Cty. Rd.
Lassen, John M.
Lot 12-431, LO ES Longwoods Rd., 73 a.
Laughlin, William & Doris
Lot 11-432, LB WS Bridge St.
Ledoux, Donald J.
Lot 5-677, LB ES Old Cty. Rd.
Lentz, Walter J.
Lot 3-433, LO WS 2nd N.H. T'pike, 14.5 a.
Levin, Laurence & Sylvia
Lot 7-434, LO WS Glen Rd., 140 a.
Liguori, Ferdinand & Ebba
Lot 5-436, LO Driftv/ood Isle
Lot 5-437, LB WS Deering Reservoir
Lindquist, Joseph & Esther
Lot 5-440, LO ES Old County Rd.
Lot 5-441, LB Off WS Old County Rd., 25 a
Lindsay, Alex G. & Eila Sirkka
Lot 9-442, LO NS Hedgehog Mt. Rd., 10 a.
Little, Herbert E. & De^borah S.
Lot 5-443, LB WS Deering Lake
Lorden, Francis J.
Lot 8-4^5, LO WS Old County Rd., 45 a.
Lorden Lumber Co.
Lot 1-446, LO ES Pleasant Pond Rd., 83 a.
Lot 9-447, LO SB Hedgehog Mt. Rd., 105 a. (13,670)
Lucas, Frederick & Margaret
Lot 5-449, LB WS Old Cty. Rd., 42 a.
Lucas, Frederick Jr. & Joan
Lot 5-450, LO WS Old Cty. Rd., 40 a.
Lynch, Albert
Lot 1-821, LO NS Homestead Rd., 36 a.
Lyne, Mary C.
Lot 8-453, LO Dickey Hill Rd.
MacLaren, George C.
Lot 5-502, LB WS Reservoir, 5 a.
Maddox, V/arren A. & Bertha
Lot 5-454, LB WS Reservoir
Mahoney, Paul F. &. Regina C.
Lot 2-787, LO Old Cty. Rd., 8.5 a.
Maillette, Bernard F.
Lot 5-456, LO Island
Maillette, Joseph
Lot 212, TO Johnson City
Maine, Michael
Lot 592, TO Longwoods Park
Maine, Nelson D.




Malek, William & Marianne E.
Lot 9-487, LB WS Holton Crossing
Rd., 10.8 a.
Malette, J. Edward & Frances M.
Lot 5-459, LB WS Deering Lake
Mapes, Richard M. & Frances
Lot 5-460, LB WS Reservoir
MarceUo, Robert & Virgina
Lot 10-461, LB ES Dudley Pond Rd., 95 a.
Lot 10-462, LB ES Dudley Pond Rd., 4.2 a.
Marcincin, Mary M.
Lot 3-463, LB ES Codman HiU Rd., 25 a.
Margonis, Michael & Marie
Lot 9-464, LB SS Hedgehog Rd., 99 a.
Lot 9-465, LO NS Hedgehog Mt. Rd., 30 a.
Margulies, Max D.
Lot 5-466, LB WS Reservoir Rd., 53 a.
Margulies, Michael & Elizabeth
Lot 8-468, LB ES Old Cty. Rd., 3 a.
Marotta, Rocco & Evelyn
Lot 5-469, LB WS Reservoir Rd., 21.7 a.
Lot 5-470, LO ES Reservoir Rd., 4.1 a.
Martin, Francis T. Jr.
Lot 10-472, LO ES Dudley Pond Rd., 10 a.
Martin, Mary Katherine
Lot 8-473, LO Dickey Hill Rd. 1,500 1,500
Matteson, Harold
Lot 3-474, LB WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke., 5 a. 2,475 3,950 6,425
McAlister, Archie & Nellie (19,825)
Lot 9-503, LB WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke., 55 a. 6,400 16,500 22,900
Lot 6-504, LO WS 2nd N.H. T'pike, 73 a. (8,800)
3,185 3,185
Lot 6/9-619, LB ES 2nd N.H. Tnpke., 567 a. (82,550)
16,316 1,250 17,566
McAlister, Everett & Muriel
Lot 6-505, LB ES 2nd N.H. T'pike, 3 a. 3,500 9,900 13,400
Lot 6-506, LO off 2nd N.H. T'pike, 42 a. 6,700 6,700
McAlister, Robert & Hazel
Lot 3/6-507, LO WS 2nd N.H. T'pike, 25 a. 3,900 3,900
Lot 6-508, LO ES 2nd N.H. T'pike, 18 a. 3,150 3,150
Lot 6-509, LO SS Bennington Depot Rd. 150 150
Lot 6-510, LB NS Benn. Depot Rd., 19 a. 6,950 5,450 12,400
McCarthy, Charles F.
Lot 5-511, LO WS Reservoir 9,000 9,000
McCarthy, John & Mary
Lot 5-512, LB ES Reservoir 5,400 5,970 11,370




Lot 11-490, LO WS Rte 149, 7 a.
Miller, Robert J. & Mary
Lot 10-356, LO NS North Rd., 11 a.
Molinar, Audrey Jeanne
Lot 2-788, LO SS Reservoir Rd., 39 a.
Montero, Richard M. & Patricia
Lot 7-542, LO WS E. Deering Rd., 7 a.
Mooney, Olive
Lot 8-491, TBL ES Dickey HiU Rd.
Morgan, Edwin T. & Marie
Lot 7-492, LO NS Clement Hill Rd., 75 a.
Lot 7-493, LB Clement HiU Rd., 6.8 a.
Morgan, Frank R. & Rita
Lot 12-494, LB Union St., 18 a.
Morgan, Marilyn M.
Lot 655, LT Manselville Rd.
Morse, Arnold
Lot 10-495, LO ES Cross Rd.
Lot 10-496, LO WS Old Henn. Rd., 95 a.
Morse, Arthur
Lot 10-497, LB WS Old Henniker Rd., 130 a. 34,635
Morse, Philip H. & Natalie
Lot 2-789, LO Old Cty. Rd., 77 a.
Morton, John & Pauline
Lot 11-498, LB SS Clement Hill Rd.
Lot 11-684, LO ES Dickey Hill Rd.
Moss, Helen
Lot 4-625, LO Cross Rd., 10 a.
Moul, Everett
Lot 360, TO Longwoods Park
Muir, Robert A. & Eva I.
Lot 5-499, LB ES Reservoir
Murdough, Clarence A. & Viola
Lot 2-836, LO NS Campbell Rd., 2.09 a.
Murdough, Herschel &. Dorothy
Lot 12/11-500, LB ES ManselviHe Rd.
Mui'phy, Velma
Lot 501, TO Johnson City
Nelson, Jean
Lot 5-527, LO ES Deering Lake 7,680 7,680
N.E. Christian Evang. Mission
Lot 12-528, LO ES & WS Longwoods
Rd., 44 a.
Newhall, Gladys
Lot 2-530, LO ES Skye Farm Rd., 110 a.
Nichols, Burton L.




Nichols, Cecil & Uldene
Lot 4-533, LB ES Rte. 149, 23 a. 6,175 3,125 9,300
Nichols, William & Alice
Lot 5-534, LB WS Deering Lake 2,500 5,400 7,900
Nichols, William & Walter Randlett
Lot 5-535, LO WS Reservoir 2,200 2,200
Nickerson, Lester & Mildred
Lot 9-531, LBT behind Johnson City, 1 a. 3,250 6,075 9,325
Niemi, Cai'l & Judy
Lot 8-790, LB ES Old Cty. Rd. 3,175 18,720 21,895
Nugent, Peggy
Lot 5-543, LB WS Rte. 149 &
Reservoir Rd., 2 a. 5,650 28,200 33,850
Obert, Lisa
Lot 8-544, LB Old Cty Rd. 4,950 4,180 9,130
O'Brien, John W. & Ruth
Lot 4-545, LB NS Rte. 149, 5 a. 11,100 14,650 25,750
Olmsted, Harriet
Lot 8-546, LB Old County Lane, 9 a. 9,050 49,430 58,480
Lot 8-547, LO Old County Lane, 16 a. 6,325 6,325
Olmsted, J. Warren (8,570)
Lot 8-518, LO WS Old Cty. Rd., 33 a. 1,155 1,155
Oltmans, John Jr. &. Grace (26,570)
Lot 4-549, LB NS Rte. 149, 135 a. 8,805 12,690 21,495
O'Neil, Steven & Debra
Lot 855, TO Longwoods Park
Ouimet, Alien R. & Gail
Lot 4-552, LO WS Cross Rd., 5.5 a.
Paine, Robert T. & Joann
Lot 5-553, LB West Shore Rd.
Parker, Kenneth & Malvena
Lot 12-554, LB ES Manselville Rd., 7 a.
Parker, Maurice A. Jr.
Lot 9-555, LO WS 2nd N.H. T'pike, 6 a.
Patenaude, Marjorie
Lot 10-557, LO off Cross Rd., 50 a.
Paulhus, Andre N. & Gerald
Lot 3-529, LO WS Codman Hill Rd., 20.8 a.
Pavlicek, Arthur & Thelma
Lot 9/12-558, LO WS Manselville Rd., 33 a.
Paynter, Raymond & Elizabeth
Lot 10-559, LB NS North Rd., 64 a.
Pelley, Leslie & Velma
Lot 5-560, LB WS Resei-voir
Penalis, Robert A. & Linda
Lot 12-561, LB WS Manselville Rd., 7 a.
Perham, Lester R. & Mary
Lot 5-562, LB WS Reservoir
Petit, Kenneth A. & Clara




Lot 7-564, LO Clement Hill Rd., 75 a.
Petty, A. Ray III
Lot 5/2-565, LB ES Reservoir
Petty, A. Ray & Jean O.
Lot 5/2-566, LO WS Reservoir Rd., 20.5 a.
Lot 5-567, LB ES Reservoir, 2.5 a.
Philbrick, Clayton Sr.
Lot 4/1/2-568, LO WS Pleasant Pd. Rd., 50 a. 8,380
Phinney, Theldon & Edith
Lot 3/2-569, LB ES Skye Farm Rd., 85 a.
Lot 3/2-570, LO WS Skye Farm Rd., 15 a.
Pierce, Pauline
Lot 12-571, LO NS Manselville Rd.
Pierce, Robert H.
Lot 5-572, LO ES Hart Fann Rd., 2.5 a.
Pirie, James G. & Lucille
Lot 5-574, LB Driftwood Isle
Piatt, C. David & Doris
Lot 6-575, LO NS Benn. Rd., 26 a.
Poland, Ernest
Lot 832, TO Longwoods Park
Poland, Myrtle
Lot 820, TO Longwoods Park
Poling, Daniel K.
Lot 8/5-577, LO NS Fisher Rd.,54.4 a.
Lot 5-578, LO SS Fisher Rd., 45 a.
Lot 8/5-579, LB NS Fisher Rd., 70 a.
Lot 8/5-580, LB WS Wolf Hill Rd., 70 a.
Pomonis, Frank
Lot 856, TO Longwoods Park 9,000 9,000
Poole, Philip A. & Janice
Lot 4-847, LO Rte. 149 & Old
Francestown Rd., 11.9 a. 4,700 4,700
Porter, James
Lot 347, TO Johnson City 9,000 9,000
Pragoff, Harry & Cora (13,500)
Lot 4-582, LB ES E. Deering Rd., 18 a. 10,934 9,450 20,384
Priesing, John W. & Anne T. Foster
Lot 5/2-585, LB SS Reservoir, 7.5 a. 14,350 8,690 23,040
Prinz, Peter J. (51,400)
Lot 4-586, LB ES E. Deering Rd., 125 a. 9,320 19,150 28,470
Public Service Company of N.H.
Lot 587, Utility 265,776 265,776
Putnam, Madeline J.
Lot 8/9-573, LO NS Hedgehog Mt. Rd., 20 a. 3,200 3,200
Putnam, Percy & Barbara
Lot 11-590, TL WS Rte. 149 2,200 2,800 5,000
Putnam, Rcscoe & Flossie




Lot 345, TO Johnson City
Putnam, William A. & Joan
Lot 5-802, LB ES Old Cty. Rd.
Ramsay, John P. & Villa
Lot 11-103, LB ES Rte. 149, 161 a.
Lot 839, LO Clement Hill Rd., .28 a.
Randlett, Walter A.
Lot 5-594, LB WS Reservoir
Rau, Evelyn
Lot 4-595, LB ES Rte. 149, 10.8 a.
Reed, Kenneth
Lot 6-596, LB WS 2nd N.H. Turnpike
Reiss, Johanna
Lot 5-598, LB WS Old County Rd., 35 a.
Rice, George N. & Dorothy
Lot 12-599, LB Fish & Game Rd., 10 a.
Rich, Gordon B. & Clara T.
Lot 7-600, LB SS E. Deering Rd., 15 a.
Lot 7-601, LO NS E. Deering Rd.
Rich, Gordon W. & Susan M.
Lot 4-438, LB ES E. Deering Rd., 6 a.
Riley, Barbara
Lot 11-602, LB WS Rte. 149
Robertson, Everett B. & Nellie
Lot 9-603, LB ES 2nd N.H. Turnpike, 2 a.
Robichaud, Albert J. & Marjorie
Lot 9-604, LT WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke.
Robichaud, Joseph
Lot 9-481, TO Johnson City
Rollins, Francis E. & Calista
Lot 11-605, LB Off WS Rte. 149
Rowehl, Edwin F. & Virginia
Lot 2-700, LO Off Old County Rd., 14.7 a.
Roy, Louis P. & Isabelle R.
Lot 5-606, LB WS Deering Lake
Rush, Thomas W.
Lot 7/8/4-288, LO SS Tubbs Hill Rd., 221 a. 38,224 38,224
Lot 5-364, LO NS Rte. 149, 2.63 a. 5,800 5,800
Lot 4/8/5-076, LO NS Rte. 149, 263 a. (74,365)
58,081 58,081
Lot 4/5-078, LO SS Rte. 149, 19.2 a. 9,550 9,550
Lot 5/8-607, LB WS Gregg Hill Rd., 104 a. (41,500)
7,820 31,650 39,470
Lot 8-608, LO ES Gregg Rd., 22 a. (8,400)
825 825




Lot 5-710, LO on Old Ctr. Rangeway, 26 a.
Ryan, William T. & Elizabeth
Lot 5-611, LB NS Reservoir
Safford, Robert R. & Cecille G.
Lot 11-612, LB ES Old County Rd., 1.57 a.
Sandbo, Robert &. Muriel/Walter & Ruth Johnson
Lot 5-624, LB WS Reservoir Rd., 5 a.
Sasseville, Elsie
Lot 11-613, LB ES Rte. 149
Schmitt, Richard G.
Lot 5-615, LB Hart Farm Rd.
Schoeneman, Daniel & Dianne
Lot 12-616, TO Fish & Game Rd.
Schofield, Edward E. & Donna G.
Lot 3-357, LO V/S Codman Hill Rd., 24.7 a.
Segrell, Edward J. & Alberta A.
Lot 7-621, LO ES Dudley Brook Rd.
Lot 7-622, LB WS Dudley Brook Rd., 2.5 a.
Seitz, Theodore & Marion
Lot 6-249, LO ES Codman Hill Rd., 4.91 a.
Seldon, Horace
Lot 5-623, LB WS Reservoir Rd.
Senese, Julius & John
Lot 4/1-708, LB SS Rte. 149
Shedlow, Samuel & Anna
Lot 7/8-626, LO NS Tubbs Rd., 240 a.
Sheris, Edward
Lot 5-627, LO Island in Reservoir
Sherk, F. Allen & Margaret D.
Lot 5-628, LB ES Reservoir, 3.5 a.
Lot 2/5-629, LO WS Reservoir, 6 a.
Sherwood, Anne G.
Lot 5-630, LB ES Reservoir Rd., 70 a.
Sherwood, Hugh & Elizabeth Olin
Lot 5/2-631, LO WS Deering Lake, 9.3 a.
Shklar, Gerard & Judith
Lot 5-632, LB WS Wolf HiU Rd., 25 a.
Lot 5-633, LO ES Wolf Hill Rd., 4 a.
Lot 5-634, LO WS Reservoir
Simek, Raymond A. & Doris E.
Lot 11-412, LO ES Rte. 149, 10.3 a.
Simes, William K. & Donna G,
Lot 9-635, LO Hedgehog Mt. Rd.
Sinclair, Earl R.
Lot 11-636, LO WS Rte. 149 & Old
Cty. Rd., 4 a. 2,600 2,600
Sleeper, Ethel
Lot 12/11-637, LO ManselviUe Rd., 13 a. 3,100 3,100




Slocum, Robert & Ida/Sliney, James & Yvonne
Lot 4-072, LB NS Old Deering Rd. 2,250 3,500 5,750
Smith, Carl W. Jr. & Catherine T.
Lot 10-639, LB ES Dudley Pond Rd., 5 a. 3,468 4,800 8,268
Smith, G. Clark Jr. & Frances M.
Lot 726, LB V\rS Reservoir Rd., 2 a. 3,550 22,350 25,900
Snow, John, Gladys & Ralph
Lot 8-641, BO Old Cty. Rd. 650 650
Lot 8-642, LB WS Old County Rd., 170 a. (49,000)
10,767 21,025 31,792
Lot 8-643, LO ES Old Cty. Rd., 88.5 a. (26,880)
2,400 2,400
Lot 9-750, LO ES Hedgehog (14,600)
Mt. Rd., 126.4 a. 3,540 3,540
Soukas, Hazel & Thelma Copadis &
Anne Watson (23,200)
Lot 10/7-644, LB NS Peter Woods Rd., 75 a. 17,230 12,850 30,080
Lot 7-645, LO SS Peter V/oods Rd., 50 a. (19,900)
Soukas, Peter
Lot 7-646, LO WS Glen Rd., 25 a.
Soule, Byron W. & Heddy
Lot 5-647, LB ES Old Cty. Rd.
Southard, Edwin R. & Marie L,
Lot 4-648, LBT ES E. Deering Rd., 1.5 a.
Southwick, Kenneth
Lot 191, TO Longwoods Park
Spears, George C. & Phillis
Lot 7-651, LO Glenn Rd., 5 a.
Spragg, Howard E.
Lot 5-652, LO SS Wolf Hill Rd., 5.3 a.
Lot 5-653, LB ES Old Cty. Rd., 31.2 a.
Standke, Rudy & Sophie
Lot 10-654, LB N. Rd., 30 a.
Steichen, Albert
Lot 6-656, LO WS 2nd N.H. Turnpike
Stern, Rita H.
Lot 1-657, LB WS Pleansant Pond Rd.
Stickney, Richard & Anne M.
Lot 6-659, LB 2nd N.H. Tnpke., 3 a.
Stiebeling, Helen
Lot 10-660, LT Dudley Pond Rd., 8 a.
Stosse, Francis & Betsie
Lot 4-805, LO Rte. 149, 33 a.
Stubbe, John
Lot 2-665, BO ES Deering Lake
Sullivan, Catherine E.
Lot 5-666, LO WS Rte. 149, 1.7 a.
Sutherland, William & Myrtle A.









Wassman, Donald & Katherine
Lot 8-717, LO Dickey Hill Rd. 1,500 1,500
Waters, Stephen G. & Jane H.
Lot 11-718, LB NS Clement Hill Rd., 79 a. 23,350 22,550 45,990
Weber, W. Allen & Mai'ilyn
Lot 11-719, LB ES Rte. 149, 3 a. 9,400 39,430 48,830
Weeden, Walter W.
Lot 5-077, LB WS Rte. 149 &
ES Resei'voir Rd., 45 a.
Weinberg, Kenneth Yale
Lot 4-159, LB ES Cross Rd., 10 a.
Wells, Harold
Lot 11-720, LTB WS Rte. 149
Wesley, Annette E.
Lot 8-779, LB Old Coiinty Rd., 1.97 a.
Wharem, James E. & Irene
Lot 12-721, LO WS River Rd.
Wheeler, Frederick W. & Gloria M.
Lot 4-331, LB DriscoU Rd., 5a.
Wheeler, Ruby
Lot 8/5-722, LB WS Old Cty. Rd., 135 a.
White, E. Laurence III
Lot 2-551, LO Off Gove Rd.
White, John & Marilyn
Lot 7-723, LO E. Deering Rd., 5 a.
White, Reginald S. & Barbara J.
Lot 5-724, LB Driftwood Isle
Whitney, Howard E. & Margarite
Lot 4-725, LB WS Rte. 149 &
Bartlett Hill Rd.
Lot 4-727, LO WS E. Deering Rd., 17 a.
Wilder, Pauline
Lot 834, TO Longwoods Park
Wilder, Shepard J. & Paioline D.
Lot 5-729, LB WS Reservoir
Williams, Howard F. & Marion C.
Lot 8-735, LB ES Rte. 149, 4.5 a.
Wilson, Jeanette
Lot 8-736, LO Dickey Hill Rd.
Wilson, James C. Jr. & Marion L.
Lot 4-737, LO WS E. Deering Rd., 7 a.
Lot 4-738, LB ES E. Deering Rd., 25 a.
Wilson, Robie & Therese
Lot 5-740, LO WS Reservoir
Lot 5-741, LB WS Reservoir
Wilson, Rodman & Evangeline
Lot 5-742, LB WS Reservoir
Wilson, Wayne L. & Rose M.





Winters, Robert Jr. & Linda
Lot 8-818, LB Dickey ffill Rd., 5 a.
Wolf, George F.
Lot 7-744, LB WS E. Bearing Rd., 62 a.
Lot 7-745, LO ES E. Deering Rd., 13 a.
Wood, Daniel & Barbara
Lot 4-841, LO Off Rte. 149, 27.6 a.
Wood David & Georgianna
Lot 232, TO Longwoods Park
Wood, Fred I. & Evelyn L.
Lot 5-746, LB ES Reservoir
Wood, Robert & Nancy
Lot 7-747, LO E. Deering Rd., 10 a.
Wood, Robert W.
Lot 5-748, LB WS Reservoir Rd., 3 a.
Wood, Wallace P. & Dorothy
Lot 8-749, LB WS Rte. 149, 28 a.
Lot 5-556, LO ES Reservoir
Woods, John A. & Georgia
Lot 11-349, LB NS Clement HiU Rd., 4 a.
Wright, Harold & Ethel
Lot 5-751, LB Driftwood Isle
Yeaple, Beverly
Lot 7-752, LO WS E. Deering Rd., 3 a.
Yeaple, Edna S. & Beverly
Lot 7-753, LB ES E. Deering Rd., 87 a.
Yeaple, Whitney S. & Kathleen C.
Lot 5-754, LO ES Deermg Lake, 2 a.
Lot 4-755, LB WS E. Deering Rd.
Lot 5-756, LO WS Reservoir Rd., 20.5 a.
Young, Oscar D.
Lot 3-757, LB ES 2nd N.H. T'pike, 50 a.
Young, Robert T.
Lot 11-435, LO NS Clement Hill Rd., 83 a.
Lot 11-758, LB NS Clement Hill Rd., 32 a.
Lot 11-759, LO Clement Hill Rd., 2 a.
Young, Ruth Crary
Lot 7/10/11/8-760, LB ES Old
Clement Rd., 220.5 a.
Lot 7/11/8-761, LB WS Old
Clement Rd., 288.5 a.
Zantroski, Frederick & Beatrice
Lot 2-762, LB ES Old Cty. Rd.
Ziehnski, Bronislaus F. & Anne
Lot 5-763, LB WS Deering Lake
Zielinski, Francis &. Helene








Christian Herald Children's Home
Lot 8-128, Chapel 37,100 37,100
Deering Community Church
Lot 5-178, LB ES Rte. 149 5,750 66,000 71,750
Deering Conference Center
Lot 5-771, LB WS Reservoir, 18 a.
Lot 4-772, LB SS Rte. 149, 15 a.
Lot 4-778, LB NS Rte. 149 68 a.
Lot 5-795, LB WS Reservoir Rd.
Deering, Town of
Lot 5-792, LO Off ES Gregg HiU Rd.
Lot 5-177, LB WS Rte 149
Lot 8-022, LB WS Old County Rd.
Lot 12-593, LO Gregg Lot, 10 a.
Lot 6-614, LO Schalls Lot, 10 a.
Nathaniel Hawthorne College
Lot 6-764, LB WS 2nd N.H. Tnpke. 61,200 94,325 155,525
86,700




